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Yoho hum
Third Pirates plot tough to follow,
but aesthetics remain constant.
- SEE VARIETY, AS

11-YEAR-OLD BOY
TAKES DOWN ONE

FAT PIG

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

GOV. CHARLIE CRIST VETOES TUITION INCREASE
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Hogzilla, the 1,000-pound hog of
mammoth proportions killed ih Georgia
in 2004, may have met his match. An
11-year-old boy used a SQ-caliber
handgun to kill a wild hog that weighed
in at 1,0S1 pounds.The boy, who
nicknamed his prize Monster Pig, was
offered asmall part in the upcoming
horror flick The 1£gendofHogzilla.

TRAVEL

·CAIRO COMBATS
SNAKES ON A
.)

PLANE
Customs officers at Cairo's airport
detained aman who was trying to
smuggle 700 live snakes on a plane
_ ........_ - including
• two poisonous
cobras. The
man, identified
asYahia
Rahim,.hid the
snakes in small
cloth bags and
said he was
looking to sell
them in Saudi
Arabia. Samuel
Jackson coulct not be
reached for comment.

. AROUND CAMPUS,Al

COVER LETTER AND
RESUME WORKSHOP
TUESDAY, 11 A.M.
·Hosted by Career Services and
Experiential Leaming, the workshop
will show students how to design a
resume, cover letter and other
·
business correspondence targeted for
. the job they want.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

CRIST, STATE LEADERS
TOTRAVELTOISRAEL
NEXT WEEK
In an attemptto promote business .
between Israel and Florida, Gov.
Charlie Crist will travel to Israel next
week with several state leaders. He is
·scheduled to visit Israeli Aerospace
Industries and meet with Israeli
leaders. While there, Crist will spend
time in Jerusalem and Tel-Aviv.

NATION &WORLD, A4

CASTRO REVEALS THE
TRUTH ABOUT HIS
HEALTH CONDITION
After not being seen in public for
nearly 10 months, Castro signed an
essay published by state media
Thursday and admitted that he
underwent several emergency
surgeries, the first one not going well.
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In a move that members
of Students for a Democratic
Society called amazing; UCF
President John Hitt used his
closing remarks at Thursdays Board of Thustees
meeting to address letters
SDS delivered to him on
April 13.
Hitt received more than
90 letters with about 150 signatures, calling on Hitt to
end the ties between UCF
and military research. Hitt,
who was given until Thursday's board meeting to
respond. made it clear at the
meeting that he would not
ask the board to m,ake such a
policy decision. ·
"Just so that everyone
understands, the university
administration doesn't make
the proposals for research,"
Hitt said. "It's a very'
respectable point of view. I
don't share it. We should not
seek,to abridge the rights of
faculty and staff to research
as long as they meet the
other guid~lines."
·
Hitt said that in order to
curtail military research, the
board would have to make a
broad policy decision to-not
allow any military research at
all, restricting the ability of .
.students and faculty to conduct their own research.
Hitt said this would trample the academic freedoms of
researchers.
. "I'm amazed he even
· addressed it," said Eric Eingold. an SGA senator and
member of SDS. Eingold
helped organize the walkout
~d the delivering of the lettefs.
SGA President Brandie
Hollinger was also surprised
by Hitt's talk, saying she had
no idea he was going.to
address the letters.
"I'm actually surprised."
Hollinger said "I didn't realize that he was going to
respond to that, and I'm glad
that he did. I think he'd be
remiss not to say anything
about it because I know students are concerned about it.
"The fact is that it's/faculty
PLEASE SEE
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SGA President Brandie Hollinger at her first Board ofTrustees meeting Thursday. After Gov. Charlie Crist vetoed the 5 percent
tuition increase for undergrads, Hollinger and the board voted to keep the increase for graduate and out-of-state students.

5%INCREASE

..

Staff Writer

UCF Statistics and Actuarial
Science professor Mark Johnson and Georgia researcher
Charles Watson predicted that
hurricane risks will be higher
than usual this. year for most
U.S. coasts.
In addition to higlier activity
along U.S. coasts, there will be
more activity in North Florida. ·
Out of the 20 counties in the
country with the highest probabilities for hurricane-force
winds, 10 are in Florida.
Osceola and Polk counties
are at 10 to 15 percent probability for hurricane-fore~ winds in
the 2007hurricane season Lake,
' Orange, Seminole, Volusia, Citrus, Sumter and Brevard counties have a higher probability: 15
to 20 percent

APPOINTEES ON A~

Pioneering
professor
honored
for studies
AMANDA ·H~MILTON
Contributing Writer

was safe from Crist's budget axe, left solely to
a vote by the Board of 'Ihlstees.
.
Would Hollinger vote to increase tuition
SGA President Brandie Hollinger wres- just for those two groups of students, who, at
tl¢ with a tough decisiOn Thursday at the the very least, c•mprise 6.5 percent of the
· UCF population? Hollinger's first thought
Board of'Ihlstees meeting.
·She had already made up her mind before was to vote against it, wanting tuition increasthe meeting to speak i;mt against the pro:- .es to be across the board or not at all
''I felt tom because the bill that the Goverposed 5 percent tuition h!crease for under- .
graduate students, but then an early-morning nor vetoed only applied to undergraduate
student tuition," Hollinger said in an e-mail.
veto from Gov. Charlie Crist changed that
Adding another dimension to the situaThe veto eliminated the tuition increase
,for undergraduate students, a move that will tion, Provost and Executive Vice Presid~t
cost UCF at least $33 million dollars out of Terry HiCkey told the Finance Committee
the 2007-2008 budget and save a student tak- that without the tuition increase for graduate
ing 12 credit hours about $88 annually. But the students, a nitmber of ~tudents who had been
additional proposed 5 percent increase for
PLEASE SEE VETO ON AS
graduate students and out-of-state students

ABEABORAYA
News Editor

Experts predict active hurricane season
ROBYN SIDERSKY

.

SGA
President
Brandi< ~
Hollinger filled every available spo
on her cabinet.
From students who campaigne<
against her, to students only in thei
sophomore year, HolliJ1ger reachei
beyond her base with her choices.
"It just happened, the way W<
advertised," Hollinger said. "Wi
advertised everywhere tht
Union, outside the Union, the cam·
paign Web site, the SGA Web sit< ·
and even a mass e-:mail sent out t<
every student. It was such a beauti
ful makeup. We're really happy i
happened the way it did"
Several current senators wil
resign their positions to accept nev
ones on the cabinet. With seve1
senators resigning, this makes roon
for Hollinger to appoint new sena
tors.
"Senate seats are fair game,':

Most of Central Florida will
have an above nor:inal or greater
risk of hurricane-force winds in
2007.
Surprisingly, South Florida
will have a relatively lower than
normal risk of hurricane-force
wind$, especially Miami-Dade
County;-Broward will have the
same risk as previous years. ·
Johnson and Watson predicted that activity in Orlando will
be greatest·from September to
October.
A major concern this year is
gas prices. Both hinted that gas
prices would rise significantly if
hurricanes did any damage.
"In 2004, it was bad, but not
as bad as it could be,'' Watson
said ''We're worried from an
emergency standpoint.''
They also emphasized that
counties with higher risks need
to be prepared.
·

Probability of Hurricane
force winds in 2007
2007 Forecast

C=:J Le,ssthan 1%
c=J 1%to5%
c=J 5%to10%
C=:J 10%to 15%

University of
Central Florida

1so/oto20%
. . Over20%

At Thursday's. Board of Trustee~
meeting, three professors were hon·
ored by UCF President John Hitt for
receiving the Pegasus Professor
- Awardlastmonth..
"It's the first time we've had three
professors named in one year," Hitl
said.
Over the course of the next thre
weeks, the Future will introduce eac
ofthese professors. ·

Martin' Wanielista, director of
UCF's Stormwater Management
Academy and former dean of the
College of Engineering and Computer Science, received the Pegasus
Professor Award last month.
The Pegasus Professor Award is
the highest honor awarded to faculty members at UCF.
·
"I feel great and honored,"
Wanielista said, adding that he is
thankful to everyone who has been
a part of his work "It's not me that
got the award, it's everyone I've
worked with."
·
Stormwater management is the
center of Wanielista's work, and
something that he said he has been
looking at since the mid-1970s.
Developed in 2002, the
Stormwater Management Academy
was created to "solve the water population problem in the country,"
Wanielista said, a problem he attrib~
utes mainly to stormwater. He also
believes that the academy could
deal with the "need to address the
training education of folks and to
come up with newer solutions."
· One of the Stormwater Management Academy's most important
on-campus .projects was the building of the green roof on the Student
Union. According to Wanielista, it is
the only green roof of its kind in the
state of Florida and has gained
international recognition.
Currently, the academy is working on projects to develop products
that minimize soil erosion and ere-

'

- SOURCE: UCF NEWS AN[} INFORMATION
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ape UOrientation: Get fit

The program will be in
assroom Building ·I, Room
\.from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Students can call the Rec
1d Wellness Center at 4073-5841 with more questions
e-mail wellness@mail.ucf.

•

1utur-t

Career Services and Experiltial Learning will have a
ver letter and resume workop on Tuesday, from 11 a.m.
l noon in Ferrell Commons
rreer Resource Center.
Students can learn to design
·esume, cover letter and other
tsiness correspondence tarted for the job they want.
Students can also learn how
create a resume online with
Jtimal Resume.
· Students should bring a draft
their resume.s and cover letcs.
.
For more information, call
17-823-2361, visit http://www.
el.ucf.edu or e-mail csel@
ill.ucf.edu

ogram.

•

1lor-i~a

News and notices for
the UCF convnunity.

Starting Tuesday, students
n take part in a common
nse approach to getting in
ape. A nutrionist will lead a
'e-week weight-management

•

•

opinions@[entrafFforidaftJture.com

Sports Editor
Meliss·a Heyb6er xz15 ·
sports@CentralFloridaFutllre.com,

Kids' club packS·a punch

Jenny Andreasson x214
variety@[entra/FloridaFuture.com
~

James Andres

Senior Staff Writer

Youth boxing program hopes to
teach children discipline, respect
NATALIE MORERA .
StaffWriter

The pitter-patter of children's boxing
gloves on punching bags echoes outside a
downtown Orlando gym.
,
Keep local with headlines
are
boys
from
9
to
12 years old
Inside
you may have missed
wearing head gear, mouth guards and
smiles during practice.
st, state leaders travel to Israel
The children are preparing for .the first
promote business with Florida .
Platinum Gloves Tournament, which took
TALLAHASSEE - In an
place May 25-27 and helped raise money to
tempt to promote business
continue their participation in the Angels
~tween Israel and Florida,
Caring Eyes program.
)V. Charlie Crist will travel to
TheBox boxing gym is home to the
rael next week
.
Angels
Caring Eyes program, which was
Traveling with him will be
started by boxing instructor Daniel Estrada.
her business people from the
This non-profit organization teaches chillte and state legislators. He is
dren that perfection is mastered through
heduled to visit Israeli Aeroobedience.
ace Industries and has meet''We're watching over each other. This
gs with Israeli leaders.
life
is about being our brother's keepers:'
He will spend half a week in .
Estrada said explaining the program's name.
rusalem, and the other half in
Estrada has been boxing on and off since'
~-Aviv. He will return Sunday.
he was 10 years old. He and his brother,
Pedro, were both boxers. Pedro .was a prower plant explosion in Tampa
fessional boxer, and though Estrada had
ms two men; injuries serious
offers to go professional, he chose not to
'TAMPA :__ Two workers
because
ofhis family.
~re burned in an explosion of
''Boxing at that time didn't seem impor~ Port of Tampa sewer treattant to me anymore. What seemed imporent plant Saturday morning,
1 tant to me was the fact that my family was
ficials said.
destroyed;' Estrada said.
The building the men work
His parents' marriage ended with adulis where sludge is mixed with
tery,
and his brother had become one of
y ·fertilizer. Tampa officials
Americas Most Wanted.
y the fine dust the process "My brother was the vessel that guided
eates could have ignited and
me
into the gym and to get me off the
i.tsed a flash fire. •
streets:•
Estrada said.
'The men suffered serious
It was also his brother that inspired the
juries and were transported
program.
Tampa General Hospital.
''Through his disobedience, he threw a
iey bad burns on their faces,
very promising career awa'/,' Estrada said.
Ins and necks.
· It is now Estrada's mission to teach
inner-city
children the importance of obePLEASE SEE LOCAL ON A4
dience through the sport of boxing.
The organiz.c:ltion pays for the children's
equipment and their participation in the
gym through donations and sponsorships.
With money raised in the Platinum
Gk>ves Tournament, Estrada hopes to not
ii'h.e Future wants -to hear
."m you! If you have a club,
:ianization or event and want
1,.tr information to be consid~d for the Arotind ·campus
~umn, send a fax to 407-44756 or an e-mail to
itor@ucfnews.com. Dead.¢s are 5 p.m. Fnday for the
. MOSTLY SUNNY .;..
)nday edition, 5 p.m. Monday
:·the Wednesday edition, and
,:m_ Wednesday for the Friday
ition.

:·LEf US KNOW

·.Toilay , ·

only help current participants, but help J5
children on a waiting list begin their training.
.
.
Ten-year-old Malik Washington has
been part of the program for 13 months.
Washington W3Ildered into TheBox one
day and began hitting a boxing bag. Estrada
asked him to join the program.
Since Washington joined, he performs
better in school, learned to focus and practices five times a week
''When I was doing football, I wasn't
focusing. When I stopped doing football. I
went to boxing. It's just focus, focus, focus .
and wo:r:king hard in school and making
sure I tum in stuft: like my work," Washington said.
Anthony Qµann, 26, is an education
major at Valencia Community College and
a mentor for children in the program.
Qµann believes the children's schoolwork and attitudes have improved since
they began boxing.
''They re<Uly pay attention a lot more,"
Qµann said. "They really don't act up as
much."
Qµann is part of the Soldiers to Scholars
Program, a Central Florida program that
helps soldiers earn college degrees in return
for volunteering 20 hours a month to mentoring at-risk children.
The Soldiers to Scholars Program assisted the organization by recruiting children to
join.
"I thought it was an amazing program
because it was a program that not only
helped our soldiers that came out of war,
but it also helps them to heal by helping others," Estrada said. "It's just a tremendous
· program to be a part of and affiliated with.
I'm greatly honored."
'fravis Clayton, 12, and his brother Brandon Penson, 9, joined the program through
. Soldiers to Scholars. ·
Clayton wishes to pursue boxing as a
hobby, while his brother wishes for a profe5sional career..
Penson won his first amateur match
after just three rounds.
''I was really excited when I had fought,
but when I was in the ring, I was scared'- to .

Abeer Abdalla

Staff Writers

"' between .
East northeast wind
5,i)nd 15Jnph, with gusts as high as "
20mph. "
.
Tohight: Mostly clear; with eastw!nd
between 5 anCt 15 mph. · l! · · ,...
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Top: Kids from the Angels Caring Eyes program pose near
the boxing ring before the first Platinum Gloves
Tournament.Above: Both weighing 65 pounds, Justin
Emrick and Lawrence Newton box in the tournament.
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fight [because] .I thought the boy I was
fighting was bigger than me," Penson said. ·
All the children in the program have
improved in boxing and other aspects of
their lives.
'M of them have· gotten better, but the
one that sticks out to me is Brandon,"
Qµann said. "He really improved his technique, his listening. When I first met Bran- .
don, he really had an attitude problem. He
·really didn't W3Ilt to listen to anybody:'
Joseph Lozano, 10, lost 50 pounds in just,
six months.
Lozano said he might be a professional
boxer when he gets older, and his parents
are happy that he is boxing.
''They're proud of me boxing ~d losmg
50 pounds:' Lozano said.
Estrada encouraged donations to his
program because he said·he believes it can
create a positive influence in children's \
lives.
''If we don't take the time to teach these
kids obedience, they're going to'be very disobedient;• Estrada said. ''They're going to
come back to us in a negative way. They're
not going to be productive citizeJ,lS."
For more information on how to help the
Angels Caring Eyes program visit
http://www.angelscaringeyes.com.

~··

Tod~y:

'I

Victor Anderson, Brandon Bielich,
Nathan Curtis, William Goss,
Mary Knowles, Za'ch Moore,
Brian Murphy, Ileana Rodriguez,
· Crystal Scott, Robyn Sidersky
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Projects benefit environment
FROM

Al

ating a better system to remove
nutrients from on-site sewage
disposals, a project that, if successful, will save $10,0.0 0 per
septic location, leading to a
potential half-billion dollar savings throughout the country.
Wanielista is especially
proud of his public health projects, which include work with
the United Nations and Doctors Withou,t Borders.
C. David Cooper, a UCF
civil and environmental engineering professor, said that
Wanielista is always looking for
"research that helps people, not
just esoteric research."
"I think his work has made a
difference in peoples' ljves and
.l
a difference in the quality of the
environment," Cooper said.
A recent public health project ·teamed Wanielista with
Potters for Peace, creating a
day pot that turns lake water
into drinking water by means
of an iodized silver filter in the
. pot. The same solution is found
in Brita filters.
·
Wanielista believes that the
' Stormwater
Management
Academy attracts students
because of all of the good it
) does for people and the envi-.
ronment. It's "something that
you can feel good about. It
improves health and makes a
·difference in the environment,"
he said. "It's easy to attach to

..

PHOTOS BY LAURANNE'BOYO I CENTRAL FLORIOA FUTURE

Top: Professor Martin Wanielista, a recent recipient of the Pegasus Professor Award. Above:
Wanielista smiles as two of his fellow student faculty make a light-hearted joke. The three
took time to review ament environmental charts during his office hours.

that."
A UCF professor emeritus
in engineering and a University
Distinguished
Professor,
Wanielista returned to teaching in 2002 after spending 10
years as dean. While he didn't
originally see himself going
beyond teaching, wanlelista
welcomed the idea of becoming demi.
"I loved the idea of building
the college into a very important, nationally known entity
that could also help local businesses,'' Wanielista said
Avelino Gonzalez, interim
chair of the Department of ·
Civil and Environmental Engineering at UCF, said that one of
the things that makes
Wanielista so deserving of this
award was his ability to contin-

ue doing research while being
deari of the college - something, Gonzalez said, most ·
deans are tinable to accomplish
due to a lack of time.
Wanielista is also well
known for writing Stonnwater
Management in 1978, the first
book on the topic.
· "I feel like . a pioneer,"
Wanielista said. "l feel very
humbled in the sense that people still use it."
Five to 10 years from now,
Wanielista plans to still·be in
the UCF area and still be helping students. "Education is a
great place to be,'' he said. He
also plans to continue · his
research.
"I've been fortunate that
when we try stuff, it tends to
.work,'' Wanielista said ·

S10GASCARD
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:rist asks Bush to dedare state of
!mergency because of wildfires

FORT LAUDERDALE '.iov. Charlie Crist sent a letter
o President Bush asking to
leclare an emergency in the
.t ate due to the increase of ragpg wildfires and months-long
lrought.
.
1
Crist asked for assistance in
,ill of Florida's counties except
or Broward, Miami-Dade and
\.1onroe counties.
.
1
In the letter dated Friday, he
:tated that the assistance is to
.>revent future emergency situttions.
Crist wrote in the letter that
,h e drought conditions com'>ined with the wildfires that
~ve swept the state have cretted
a• ''unique and dangerous"
1.
:,ituat1on.

wt~

=
·P

.sffersolt Village aordit1/ly invites you
·'%
,,·r.,, to 'celebrate the opening of Orlando's ··
:fJta~est .Student ./:,,iving Community at our

1

.:AMU trustees stunned by unpaid
;43 million in consulting bills

TALLAHASSEE - Florida
\&M University will pay $43
nillion to four computer con:ulting companies working
IVithout a contract or payment
face Jan. I, chief operating offi:er Larry Robinson said Friday.
"A preJ4ninary assessment
ndicates that the funds are
ndeed available," Robinson
:aid in a statement released by
he university. "We have decid!d that we will not utilize any .
imds . that will adversely
mpact our ability to provide
:ourses necessary for the sumner and subsequent terms."
Robinson and the school's
rustees had no knowledge of
he obligation until a trustees
neeting Thursday. The debt
.vill be paid from the 2007
mdget.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

>irector of Student Financial
iervices at John Hopkins Resigns

BALTIMORE - A financial aid official at John Hoprins University resigned, and
:':olumbia University disnissed an aid official after
'eing snared in a probe by the
'few York Attorney General's
>ffice, which said Monday that
he two appeared to be workng more for a loan provider
han their universities.
After being placed on leave
>y the university, Ellen Frish>erg, director of financial
;ervices at John Hopkins Unirersity, resigned. She was
,}aced on·leave over ties to a
;tudent loan company that
'aid her consulting fees and
ielped pay her graduate
;chool tuition, the university
mnounced.
Frishberg had been on
idministrative leave since
<\.pril 9, the day that the school
,e arned that CIT Group Inc.,
:he parent company of Stuient Loan Xpress Inc., paid
ier $65,000 in fees and tuition
)ayments, the university
mnounced.
Columbia
University
mnounced it had dismissed
David Charlow, ail associate ·
iean of student affairs who
iad previously been susp~p.d
ed because of his ties to the
loan company.
New York Attorney Generu Andrew Cuomo's office
lnvestigated the matters
between 2002 and 2006;
Cuomo issued a statement
5aying that Charlow and Frishberg had relationships with
Student Loan Xpress that
were,' to say the least, filled
with conflicts of interest.
·~t times, it seems that
Charlow and Frishberg were .
working more for Student
Loan Xpress than for their
llniversities," the statement
5aid. "Students and their parents expect and deserve fmancial aid officers who work for
them, not for lending companies."
Since April 9, the university
has adopted a code of conduct
proposed by Cuomo to govern
the relationsblp betwee~ universities and student loan
companies. The university has
also cooperated with Cuomo's
investigation and with that of
the Senate Health, Education,
L'abor, and Pensions Committee.
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An American passes by tombstones during the commemoration of U.S. Memorial Day at
. the Manila American Cemetery in suburb~n Manila on Sunday May 27, 2007.
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Castro tells the world that first
intestinal surgery went badly ,

for the prank. School officials
initially insisted she pay $770
HAVANA - Fidel Castro for district landscapers to lay
is finally on the road to recov- down new grass, or ··not
·
ery, off IVs and maintaining a receive her diploma
Wtlson Principal Sue Brent
steady weight, but he still
complains about looking agreed to allow students and
parents to do the work after
groomed for official photos.
After not being seen in meeting with Collins' parents.
Part of the work being
public for nearly 10 months,
Castro signed ·an essay pub- · organized is to remove the
lished by state media Thurs- marigolds from the peace sign
day and told Cuba and the and move them back to their
original location on the lawn.
world how he's really feeling.
Collins refused to give the
He admitted that he underwent not just one, but several district the names of other stuemergency surgeries, the first dents involved in the prank.
"I am taking responsibility
not going well.
Castro, 80, gave no indica- for myself: but I am not going
tion of how long it will take to to force others to say it was
make a full recovery or when them," she said
Another Wilson senior
he'll resume his presidential
duties. His brother, Raul, 75, Daniel Ronan contacted The
Oregonian newspaper to claim
took control on July 31.
Castro seems comfortable responsibility for organizing
in his role as elder statesman the peace symbol
He clarified that it was not
and behind-the-scenes columnist, penning essays on global meant as a political statement.
"Peace is something that
issues.
"For now, I'm doing what we all strive for as citizens of
I'm supposed to be doing, an increasingly global and
reflecting and writing about multicultural world," he said
questions that I judge of cer- in a written statement to the
tain importance and transcen- newspaper.
"Let us not waste time in
dence," Castro wrote in a
·statement carried on the front debating, but tather, agreeing
pages of Cuba's official 'news- that a peace sign best encapsupapers and read on state radio lates everyone's aspirations
and television. "I have a lot fo:t; peace,'' Ronan said
Portland Nursery is conmore material to go."
In recent weeks, Castro has tributing free sod to the projwritten 11 essays, most blasting ect and donating $500 worth
U.S. backed plans to use food of marigolds to Habitat for
Humariity.
crops to produce biofuels.
Ronan encouraged Wtlson
$2 billion settlement reached in ·High students and community
members to help replace the
multibillion WTC insurance case
NEW YORK -After years sod and to join them at their
of wrangling over a multibil- work party.
lion-dollar insurance policy
on the World Trade Center, Bono receives award for bringing
the state and seven insurers worldwide attention to Africa
PHILADELPHIA ..:.... Bono,
reached a settlement Wednesday that secures more than who has helped bring world$4.5 billion in · funding to wide attention to medical and
economic problems in Africa,
rebuild Ground Zero. ·
Since the attacks on the will receive this year's Liberty
towers on Sept 11, 2001 about Medal
The National Constitution
$2.55 billion has been paid out
by two insurers. The remain- Center's annual award honors
ing insurers have agreed to an individual or organization
pay $2 billion and drop court that has "demonstrated leadbattles over how much they ership and vision in the purowe to replace the World suit·of liberty of conscience or
freedom from oppression,
Trade Center.
After more than 20 hoµrs ignorance or deprivation."
Bono, who co-founded
of negotiations with the insurers, trade center developer DATA (Debt, AIDS, Trade,
Larry Silverstein and a retired Africa), will receive his medal
judge acting as a mediator at a ceremony in September.
With the medal, Bono will'
agreed on a deal in State InSurance Superintendent Eric receive a $100,000 prize,,
which will be donated to
. Dinallo's· offices.
Silverstein, who leased the Washington-based DATA . ·
Though Bono holds no
Twin Towers weeks before.
they collapsed, took out a $3.5 elected office, he proves that
billion policy ~n the trade cen- "the office of citizen is the
ter. In court he argued that he most important in the world," .
should receive two payments Constitution Center President
because there were two and CEO Joseph Torsella said
· Thursday.
attacks instead of one.
In 2002, the 47-year-old U2
In 2004, he was awarded
$4.6 billion after two juries frontman co-founded DATA
decided that some of the to work with religious groups
insurers had to pay twice the on global disease and hunger
policy because the companies' issues.
In 2005, he was a headliner
different insurance policies
carried different wording for the Live 8 concerts, which
about what would constitute helped raise awareness about
African poverty and pressured ·
multiple events.
.
The money will be used for world leaders to cancel debt
half the funding needed to for the poorest African
nations.
.
build the trade center site.
Bono,
whose
real name is
Originally Silverstein was
going tp build five office tow- Paul Hewson, didn't attend
ers, but a year ago agreed to Thursday's announcement,
split the rebuilding and insur- but issued a statement in
an<;:e money with the Port which he noted that PhiladelAuthority, which will build the phia is where DATA and other
1, 776 foot Freedom Tower and groups launched the ONE
campaign, in which 2.4 million
another planned tower.
Americans have pledged to
Oregon hi~h scho~I students,pay help eradicate AIDS and
poverty worldwide.
for peace sign semor prank
Winners of the medal
PORTLAND, . Ore.
.
Seniors at Wtlson High School include Bill Clinton and
are now paying the price for George H. W. ·Bush, who won
it last year for putting politics
their senior class prank. ·
The students planted a aside and helping to raise
massive peace symbol in the more than $1 billion for disasschool's courtyard as their ter relief efforts after Hurriclass symbol. The school'~ cane Katrina and the 2004
administration was
not tsunami in Southeast Asia.
amused
Maggie Collins, 18; came
fotf13t"d to take responsibility
~
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Veto could face legal challenge
OTHER NEWS FROM
THE BOARD MEETING:
Passing the budget ,wasn't the only
business the Board ofTrustees
addressed at Thursday's meeting.
Here's a quick glance at what else
the board achieved. The board
also:

I)

Received an update from Dr. Deborah
German, the dean ofUCF's upcoming
College of Medicine. German said that the
college has applied to the Liaison
Committee on Medical Education for
accreditation ahead of schedule. They are
also working on hiring full-time faculty to
teach the first dass of students.
Approved 5 percent increases oh parking
decal rates and an increase to the ·
transportation increase fee. The fee increase
translates to an extra $30 per year for fulltime students.
Approved the legislative budget request for
2007-2008 year.
Approved the tenure recommendations for
24 faculty members.

RAYMA JENKINS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

,

UCF President John Hitt, right, and SGA President Brandie Hollinger, left of Hitt, both voted to keep tuition increases for graduate and out-of-state students.
) · Administrators were worried that without the increase, students who were promised tuition waivers would have to fund all of their tuition.
FROM
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Changed the way vice-presidents receive
bonuses, making them meet goals, similar
to the way UCF Presiderit John Hitt receives
bonuses. Vice presidents would have to
meet certain targeted goals every three
years to receive bonuses.

Al

promised tuition waivers could be left
paying the bill
When the time came, Hollinger
voted to keep the increase for graduate
students and out-of-state students.
"'!bat's the only reason I felt comfortable with that vote,'' Hollinger said
"It was such a hard decision to
make with that piece of the puzzle factored in,'' she said in the e-mail
Hollinger's dilemma ended when
she cast her vote, but administrators
and board members are still reeling
from the consequenoes of Crist's
record-setti.D.g line-item vetoes vetoes that trimmed more than $4-00
million dollars from the state's budget
at a time when state legislators are
hounding local governments to be
more fiscally responsible.
''I feel for our students, and I feel for
their families," Crist said Thursday.
"They are paying higher insurance
rates. They are paying higher property
taxes. They are paying highei: gas
prices. I don't think it's right to make
them pay higher tuition, too:'
The Board of Trustees faced a
unique situationwhen Crist vetoed the
increase Thursday. The board was set
to approve the annual budget and
already accounted for the tuition
increases in that budget With the next
board meeting scheduled for July 26 - ·
after the start of the fiscal year - the
board had 'n o choice but to act
With Hollinger's vote, they
approved the budget conditionally,
allowing UCF President John Hitt's
staffto trim the money from the budget. A conference call is expected to
review the changes that are made to
the budget, assuming that the veto
stands.
At face value, the veto amounts to
about $3.3 million dollars for UCF.
However; the effects could be as much
as $6 million or $7 million becaqse the
fee rates for other areas are directly
affected by the tuition rates.

Hollinger shares .Hitt's viewpqint
FROM

Al

and it's students that are the ones
that propose these partnerships,"
Hollinger said "I totally agree
[with Hitt]; we cannot put limitations on individuals that feel that
they need to research in different
areas.
"It really changed my viewpoint on it:'
Patrick Decarlo, also a senator

''It has a ripple effect in terms ofthe
budget planning;' said Daniel Holsenbeck, UCFs vice president of University Relations and the senior counsel
for the president "Nobody has really
calculated out all those effects:'
''.A.t such a time for. the governor to
veto such a modest increase, that's a
serious matter,'' Holsenbeck said "I
think it's going to generate a lot of discussion as to how the legislature deals
with the governor's office:'
The problem. Holsenbeck said, is
that lower tuition rates don't necessarily mean bette~ access to public universities. With tuition rates in Florida
being among the lowest in the country,
universities are only able to support a ·
limited number of undergraduate students.
"Just because it's cheaper doesn't
mean more people are going to be able
to get in," Holsenbeck said. "The
appropriations for tuition haven't kept
up with the growth in students, no
way:'
.
UCF's operating budget for the
2007-2008 year is more than $954.4
million,a 7.22 percent increase over
last year's budget, before the veto.
Students won't be the only ones
affected by Crist's actions. Currently,
the UCF administration is negotiating

and SDS member, said that Hitt
should at least be encouraging
dialogue between professors and
administrators and urging them
to pursue other rese~h areas.
"They could phase out the
military research, especially with
the medical schooi,'1 Decarlo
said. "It just seems like a nobrainer to me. If you ask someone if they want to build a bomb
or cure cancer, I'd guess they'd
pick curing cancer every time."

their contracts with the faculty and
staff. While the talks have been going
smoothly thus far, they are reaching
the point where salaries come into
play.

'

Salaries are a notorious trouble spot
in the talks, and a sudden loss of funds
could complicate matters.
Manoj Chopra, an associate professor of civil and environmental engineering, said that the veto ''will defi. nitefy impact the negotiations. It's hard
for the faculty to go with no raises. It's
going to be a tough year."
Chopra, who is also a member of
the Board of 'Ihlstees, said the tuition
increases are necessary for the school
to operate effectively.
"We're essentially looking at a
budget cut noW:' Chopra said
Hitt and Holsenbeck received the
news about the veto mid-meeting via a
phone call, and Chairman Rick Walsh
made the announcement to the board
during the morning's committee meetings. Five members of the state legislature came to the meeting to discuss the
veto.
Sen. Lee Constantine, R-Altamonte
Springs, joined Representatives Scott
Randolph, D-Orlando; Stephen Precourt, R-Orlando; David Mealor, RLake Mary; and Joe Pickens, R;-Palatka;

SOURCE: COMPILED FROM UCF
NEWS AND INFORMATION

at the meeting.
''It has been a very hard day," said
Pickens, who described himself as
"somewhere between shock and surprise:'
SGA senator and former SGA presidential candidate Eric Eingold was at
the meeting when the board received
the news. Eingold actively campaigned
against differential tuition proposal
during the election and has been
against most forms of tuition increase.
'The looks on their faces was just
priceless," Eingold said
Where exactly the budget money
will come from hasn't been decided
yet. Holsenbeck said that while the
Board was "disappointed" with the
veto, the university won't be greatly
shaken.
''It just means that we'll have to use
what money we have in a more' efficient and effective way," Holsenbeck
said
There could be a legal challenge to
the veto. Legislators tried to shield the
increase from a veto by not actually
writing it into the budget Crist simply
erased $19 million from the money
headed to state universities, effectively
eliminating the increase.
The Board of Governors could ·
mount a legal challenge to the veto, but
''UCF is not going to be the one to do
that," Holsenbeck said
"Florida falls further and further
behind the national averages in tuition
every year," Holsenbeck said "When ,
you continue to be last, you can't say
the tuition increases have kept up with
the student growth."

Contributing

Writer

Donald

Thomann and the Associated Press

contributed to this repor:t.

IT'S BRUCE 'DON'T CALL ME ASH' CAMPBELL'S.ZOMBIE!

PHOTOSBY JENNIFER HEIMBURG I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Left: Dalles Wilie, center in blue shirt with a chainsaw arm, leads a
group of grunting and groaning zombies across Park Avenue in
Winter Park Saturday at the second annual Zombie March. Event
creator Bart Jones said there's no politics involved, just fun."lt's just
an excuse.to dress up and act weird,"Jones said. Top: Jenna
Hellmuth, 19 leads a group of zombies in the Orlando Zombie
March. In addition to Zombie March, three other groups in Oslando
have started zombie-themed pub crawls and shows. Most
participants of the march are members of the acting group Rich
Weirdoes who perform the weekly Rocky Horror Picture Show
renditions at the Lowes Cineplex at Universal Citywalk.
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Appointees
enthused
with new
positions,
challenges
FROM

Al

Hollinger said
Aida Latorre, a graduate student, cUr-'
rently serves as the legislative, judicial
and rules chair for the Senate. In the new
cabinet she will serve as the attprney
general.·
Latorre served three years on the Sen'"'
ate - two of which were spent as the
committee's chair.
"In my capacity as the LJR chair, I had
to do many of the same things as the•
attorney general,'' Latorre said in an email, "review and revise statutes, rules
and the Student Body Constitution,
make opinions over Senate rules and
become familiar with ·F lorida statutes
and parliamentary procedures. Having·
been a part of SGA for three years nqw, I
felt I would be very qualified for this
position on cabinet."
Sophomore business and education
major Max Friedman currently serves as
the senator for education seat five. In the
new cabinet, he will be the director of
communications.
Having just finished his freshman
year at UCF, Friedman is one of the few
sophomores on the cabinet.
'Mer dedicating a year to our university's legislative branch and learning the'
internal workings of our student government, I realized that my skills and ideas
would be niore effective if I were a member of the executive branch," Friedman
said in an e-mail.
''.!\$ director of communications, I
have much more of a creative role in
developing and marketing SGA to the
student body, which is something for
which I have a real passion," Friedman
said in the e-mail "I felt that the position
of director of communications was my
calling because of my acquired skills and
the unique experiences I've been so for. tunate to have over the years."
Hollinger said the passion and enthusiasm she saw in the freshmen who
applied reminded her of herself as a
freshman. She said she saw that they;
really wanted to prove themselves, and
some of them are even in the office now,
getting prepared for their jobs.
"I didn't look at age," Hollinger said "I
looked at credentials as to whether
you're able to do it or not, just the qualifications."
'
Senior civil engineering major RickY
Ly, who occtipies engineering and computer science s~at three, was chosen as
the new cabinet's multicultural affairs
coordinator.
Ly has big shoes to fill. In the 20062007 school year, Sagar Patel was the
multicultural affairs coordinator and,
started the Difficult Discussions series.
Because of his hard work, he earned the
prestigious Cabinet Member of the Year
AWard
Ly is enthusiastic about his new position.
"I'm very passionate about diversity'.
inclusiveness,'' Ly said "UCF is a grow-,
ing university. With over 48,000 students, diversity is even more crucial now
than ever. Diversity isn't just race and sex
but also different cultures, beliefs and,
ideas. It's important to bring that aware. ness to our university." ·
Ly has served for one year on the Sen-:
ate, and in his time, he has helped engineering organizations receive more than'
$15,000 in funding for conferences and,
programs.
Senior political science major Alex
Berkun, who holds seat five in the College of Sciences, is slated to be the envi-.
ronment and sustainability coordinator
in the new cabinet. Unlike many other
cabinet members, he was part of the Ein-'
gold/ Smith campaign during elections. "I applied for this position because of
my deep passion for conservation and,
enviromp.entally responsible living,",
Berkun said
·
Berkun worked tirelessly for two
years campaigning for sustainable energy usage on campus and the responsible
use of natural resources.
All four soon-to-be appointed cabinet
members said they would have applied
for their positions whether the
Hollinger/Berkowitz administration ~d
taken office or not.
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Class of Conference USA
Three UCF Knights were selected to All-{onference USA
teams. Sophomore Kiko Vazquez was named to the first
team, Tyson Auer was selected to the second team and
Chris Duffy was chosen for the all-freshman team.

~___,._____,..__....___,

Position:
Outfield
This year:
Ended the season
with 27 stolen bases
and a .406 on-base
percentage.

.___1--..J.___..____,

Position: ·
Third base
This year:
Hit eight home runs
and had an onbase-plus-slugging
percentage of .812.

•

•

.

.

Thisyear: ·
Led the Knights
with 32 walks, a
1.054 OPS and nine
'--_ _,__...._._..,...__--' home runs.
•

BRIAN FIEG I CENlRAL FlORJDA FUTURE

Sophomore Kyle Sweat pitmes in UCFl win Mr Marshall on May 18. Sweat started against Memphis on Friday in an ellminatlon game, but he lasted just one inning and gave up five runs, aR eatned, on four hltS and two walks. UCF lost 12-6 and was eliminated from the tournament

Tigers, Owls prey on Knights' bad pitching
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

n:te UCF Baseball team was eliminated from the Conference USA Championship ~ Friday, but not before they
took another. team with it.
'n,e Knights lost to Memphis 12"6 Friday, one. daY after defeating HOUston 1-0
jn an elimination game.
The fourth-seeded Cougars swwt the
eigll-rh-seeded Knigllts in their threegaine series back mMarch. The Cougars
outscored UCF 20-4 in the series and
st:ardng pitcher Jaager Good allowed five
runs: in. 5.2 innings: during the series
finale.
But.ThursdaTsgame was a completely. different story. Good allowed four hits
and struck out nine batters in seven

innings. He attributed his success to having a lively fastball and the best feel for
his curveball all season.
'jt is all how you deal with the pressure," Good said in a press release. ''You
an either feed off of it or you can go
down the drain. I knew that I had to
come out today and really give my team
a chance to win."
Conference USA FirSt Team selection
Wes Musick was nearly as impressive on
the mound for the Cougars. He threw a
complete game and gave up six hits. 'The
one 11Jil he .allowed came in the bottom.
of the six;tb.
Matt Horwath led off the inning With
a bunt single to second base. DWS~
Bailey then put down a sacrifice ~t
that moved Horwath to second. Alter
Tyson Auer reached on an infield Slligle

and stole second base, Kiko Vazquez hit
a ground ball to short, scoring Horwath.
Good did have to fight out of a couple
of jams. both of which cm:ie down to
confrontations versus Felix Fanaselle.
Good retired the first two batters of
the third~ before allowlng c.onsecutive sil)gles that put runners on first and
second. The runners wo\lld, each move
up a base on a wild pitch.from Good. But
with runners on second and third,
Fanaselle sttuck out looldng to end the
inniilg.
In the fifth inning, the~ loaded
the baSes with a sgJgle and t:Wo walks.
Again. it Was up<to F~ to btjng
those littlllet'$ boJX1e with nvo outs. aru1
agaifi be.was UDsucceSsf\tL
PLFASE SEt OBENSE '6WIJ.
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! Knights finish competing
n NCAA East Regionals

«

\

ZACH PARDES
Contributing Writer

The UCF Women's Track
td Field team, represented by
nior Victoria Chin and freshan LaKendra Thames, traved to Gainesville to compete
the 2007 NCAA East Regionon Friday and Saturday.
Chin raced in the 400-meter
rrdles Friday and placed 17th
the field of 27 runners with a
ne of 1:00.85. ·
NCAA Regionals are nothg new for Chin, however. The
rlando native qualified for her
ird straight after posting a
inning time of 60.97 in the
10-meter hurdles at the FSU
!lays on March 30. She also
med all-conference honors at
e Conference USA Champi1.Sh.ip on May 12 after recordg a personal best of 59.60,

CHIN UP
Junior Victoria Chin finished the NCAA
East Regional Championship by placing
17th in the @meter hurdles.

FRESH SENSATION
Freshman LaKendra Thames competed
in the discuss at the same tournament
Saturday. She finished 22nd. .

good for second place.
In order to continue her success in the post-season, Chin
did not stray from her normal
workout regimen.
"I tried fo keep my routine
during practice the same:· Chin
said. '.'I didn't want to change
anything. I wanted to keep my

leg speed up."
Freshman
LaKendra
Thames made her first NCAA
Regional appearance Saturday,
competing in the discus.
Thames placed 22nd in the
field of 30 athletes after posting
a mark ofl41 feet, one inch.
She qualified for the NCAA
Regional at the Miami Elite
Invitational in mid-April after
throwing a school record of 160
feet; three inches, a recol'.d set
by Tiffany Roebuck in 2004.
Thames also holds the
team's best mark in the shot put ·
at 46 feet, 5.25 inches, a UCF
freshman record.
Thames'
record-setting
efforts earned her an invite to
the USA Traclc and Field Junior
Natio~, held on June 20-24 in
Indianapolis, Ind.
PLEASE SEE

")

COACH ON A7

•

•
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COURlESY UCFATHLETICS

Junior Victoria Chin was one of two Knights to compete in the NCAA East Regional Championships on Friday and Saturday. Chin's performance
was the better ofthe two.She finished 17th in a field of 27 in the 400-meter hurdles on Friday.
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: Offense is not enough to advance
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'Ibis_time, he popped out to
, shortstop Eric Kallstrom in
foul territory to end the inning.
"It',s obviously frustrating,"
;) Houston's leading hitter Jimmy
Cesario said in a press release.
"Offense has been pretty solid
for us all year long, and you
know our pitchers did a pretty
good job towards the end of
the year as well, and it was a
•; shame because we really didn't
back them up at all"
In the ninth inning, the
Cougars made one last push at
J
victory.
After Josh Stirneman hit a
lead-off double, UCF coach Jay
Bergman brought in his closer,
sophomore Justin Weiss, to get
the fmal three outs.
Weiss retired the three bat11 ters he faced in 15 pitches to
pick up his ninth save of the
year.
It was the first 1-0 score in
., C-USA Championship history.
The win was the Knights' first
in C-USA Championship play
and their first conference tour)
nament victory since a 5-1 triumph over ';fi"oy on May 27,
·2005 in the Atlantic Sun Cham-.
~ piooship.
.But the Knights knew they
couldn't rest on this achievement too long. They had to
) another elimination game Friday, and everyone would need
to be available, if needed
Bergman chose Kyle Sweat
)j
to be his starting pitcher. Sweat
has had some solid performances this season, including
h
eight shutout innings versus
l'.lorida in a 6-2 win in
Gainesville on April 10.
But Sweat's performance
-l Friday against Memphis was
far from solid. It was downright awful
.
Sweat made it through just
one inning, aJ.J.owing five runs
·on four hits and two walks.
After the game, Bergman
•' said that Sweat has been battling an injury and that he
knew Sweat was going to
struggle.
.i.
Brian Brooks relieved Sweat
at the start of the second
inning. It should have been an
easy inning for the Knights, but
~ a comedy of errors put the
game out of reach.
Brooks got the first two bat., ters out and forced Michael
Murray to hit a ground ball to
third baseman Chris Duffy. But
Duffy couldn't handle the ball,
:l\ and Murray reached on the
error to continue the inning.
Bill Moss followed with a
double to left-center field and
·, Adam Amar scored them
when he smacked a two-run
single down the left-field line
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Over 40,000 Magazines,
Books & DVDs
Over 35,000 Adult Toys &Lingerie
Bachelor and Bachelorette Gifts
Show UCF ID and
get 20%off EVERYTHING !
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UCF's Kiko Vazquez gets an out in UCF's 8-7 win over Marshall on May 18. Vazquez had the lone'RBI for UCF in its win over Houston.

that put Memphis up 7-0.
Amar stole second and
advanced to third on a throwing error by catcher Steve
Stropp. The next batter, Kyle
Norrid, reached on an error by
Ryan Richardson, scoring
Amar. Norrid would score the
inning's fmal run to extend the
Tigers' lead to 9-0.
·
Brooks also lasted just one
inning. He allowed four runs,
but none were earned
"Our fot.V errors set the
tempo early," Bergman said in a
press release 'We were able to
regroup after the third inning
but it wasn't enough, obviously."
In the fourth inning, Kallstrom got the Knights on the
scoreboard with a two-run single up the middle that brought
home Vazquez and Richardson. Bailey followed with a
triple to right-center field that
scored Kallstrom.
Yet that was not nearly
enough offense to keep up with
the Tigers. Each team scored
three runs over the final five
innings to complete the scoring.
Memphis starting pitcher
Ben Grisham gave the Tigers
their second complete game in
as many days, even though he
allowed 11 hits and threw 128
pitches.
"I felt good out there today
and felt like I was hitting my
spots pretty good," Grisham ,
said in a press release. "Of
course, when you get nine runs
in the first two innings, you just

have to go out there and pound
the strike zone. I just wanted to
go out there and get outs,
pound the strike zone and let
my defense work."
The Knights opened the
2007 C-USA Champfonship
against top-seeded Rice. The
Owls are ranked No. 2 in the
nation and they showed .why
on Wednesday. They ripped
through UCF's pitching for 16
runs and 21 hits in their 16-6
victory. ·
The Owls scored two runs
in the third inning, but the
Knights fought back with three
runs in. the fourth to gain a
brieflead
Auer started the inning with
single to a center, and Vazquez
doubled down the left-field
line to score him After freshman Chris Duffy singled,
Richardson brought Vazqu,e z
home with a single to left.
Duffy later scored on a sacrifice fly by Chadd Hartman.
But being behind seemed to ·
fire up the Owls. They scored
in each of the fmal five innings
of the game, including 12 runs
over the next three innings.
UCF starting pitcher Mitch
Herold needed just two pitches
to record the first two outs of
the fourth inning, but the Owls
stayed patient and strung
together five consecutive hits
that led to five· runs and a 7-3
lead
"It is tough to win when you
give up that many two-out
runs, two-out hits," Horwath
said in a press release. "It was

almost like they turned it up a
notch with two outs. It was the
weirdest game I have been a part
·of as far as the two-out hits went."
Jhe Knights finished with a 2732 overall record (7-17 C-USA).
That doesn't look great, but it is a
two-and-a-half game improvement from 2006's overall record
The Knights did not qualify for
the C-USA Championship last
season.
There are only five seniors on
this UCF team. The Knights will
return their top three offensive
weapons (Vazquez, Duffy, Auer),
top two starting pitchers (Good,
Sweat) and closer (Weiss) will all
return for the 2008 season, So
there is reason for optimism
about the UCF Baseball team
despite its early postseason exit in
2007.
"I'm glad this was a productive
year after last season's struggles:'
Auer said in a press release. 'We
knew it was going to be a rebuilding year. A lot of guys received
experience, and we know that our
lineup will be solid next season.
'We will be a team to be reckoned with in the conference next
year, for sure."
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Only 20 mimvt.s l1W!1f from Cllmpus!

We feature spacious two bedrooms, two
baths, garden homes.
• Spacious floor plans 1,000 sq/ft
• Easy care ceramic tile·and Berber carpet in apartments
• Private patios &balconies
•Spacious kitchens with all electric applicances
•Washer & Dryer in apartments
·Walk to UCF or use a shuttle bus
• Enjoy shopping at nearby major shopping centers
•We gladly accept pets not exceeding 25 pounds
•Water, sewer maintenance, trash collection, pest control
and 24 hour On Call maintenance inclunded in your rent
• Perfect for families and roommates

3074 Southern Pine Trail •Orlando, Fl 32826
401..2a2..s6s1

FREE LEGAL SERVICES
Student Legal Services
Currently, enrolled students are entitled to consult with program attroneys about legal
matters and receive advice. In addition, legal representation, up to and including all
stages of trial, may be provided in certain types of cases, such as the following:

Women's _rowing finishes fifth in.first heat

• Landlord/tenant problems affecting student's living arrangements
in the community.
• Consumer problems confronting individual students.
• Traffice cases
• Criminal law
• Uncontested dissolution of marriage
·Bankruptcy

~

·11111

~·
I

www.stulegal.sdes.ucf.edu
Students in need of legal service should contact, either in person or by telephone (~07-SB-2538),
Student Legal Services in Room 155, Student Resource Center. All consultations are by appointment only.
No legal advice will be given over the phone.

Call 407-823-2538 to set up an appointment, or visit the Student Resource Center, room 155.
Monday - Friday 8arn - 5pm.
,
Funded by Activity & Service Fee through the Student Government association
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COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS

, ...

The UCF Women's Rowing team made its first ever appearance in its NCAA Women's Rowing Championship on Friday. The varsity eight,
ranked No. 14 in the nation, finished·fifth in its first heat. The Knights competed later in the afternoon and t.ook seventh. The Knights
concluded the tournament Sunday at press time against UCLA, Washington and California.
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Coach wants more qualifiers
FROM A6

I

1nterim head coach Jennifer
Vander Logt was pleased with
Chin's and Thrones' perform"' ances. An event of this magnitude can be essential for future
NCAA Regionals.
"Both athletes performed
very well," Vander Logt said.
"LaKendra and Victoria can
both learn a lot fro~ this experience.''.
>
Although the event proved

to be a learning experience,
expectations will be high for
next season. With just two athletes reaching regional competition, Vander Logt is determined to see more Knights
compete at this level ·
"More athletes need to
qualify," Vander Logt said 'We
have to raise the bar for the
whole team to get to regionals.''
While Vansler Logt focuses
on team improvement, Chin

and Thames would also like to
set personal goals and improve
on individual skills.
Chin pinpointed what she
needs to work on for next season.
"In the 400 meter, I'd llk:e to
keep my endurance up:' Chin
said
Thames, like many other
athletes on the team, wants to
work on transferring hard
work in, practice-. into success
4in competition.

INCLUDES:
• Up to 5 Quarts of Oil
• Install New Oil Filter

• Check and Top Off All Fluids
• Genuine Ford Motorcraft Parts

• Lubricate Chassis

SERVICE HOURS
Mon -Thurs:

Fri:
Sat:
Sun:

7am-9pm
7am-8pm
7:30am-5pm
9am-5pm

'diesel ancl full synthetic o~ extra. valid only on gas engines. Expires 6130107
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gendas abolllld as Pirates ofthe
Caribbean: At World's End
~~"""'completes (for now) the saga of
Captain Jack Sparrow and company as
they dash back and forth across
the high seas in search of
booty both on- and offscreen.
Yet this third installment - or
rather, the second half of the first
sequel - sorely lacks in what the
title, itself, inadvertently spells
out:A-W-E.
Let's see if l can't keep this
simple; Will Turner (Orlando
Bloom) and Elizabeth Swann
(Keira Knightley) team up with
Captain Barbossa (Geoffrey
Rush) to rescue one Jack Sparrow (Johnny Depp) from Davy
Jones' Locker. They proceed
to summon the pirate lords of
the world - including Singapore's Sao Feng (Chow YunFat) - .in a final staxid against
the East India 'frading Company, whose main man (Tom
Hollander) has seen fit to
employ Davy Jones (Bill
Nighy) in his campaign to rid
the seas of pirates once and .for
all
Truth be told. there is a bit
more business regarding Will's
father, Bootstrap Bill '(Stellan
Skarsgard), and the goddess Calypso, but I don't have the pages to spell
everything out. That task is instead
charged to the likes of director Gore
Verbinski, producer Jerry Bruckheimer and writers Ted Elliott and
Terry Rossio.
However, the ambitions of last summer's Dead Man's Chest have returned to
haunt them. as so much fuss is made in
regard to tying up the byzantine plot
laid out by that film that the proceedings suffer from a dire deficit of the
sprightly spirit that made the first one
such an unexpected pleasure.
While not the sole source of fun. Depp has
undoubtedly been a crucial part in the series' appeal, and while his r&appearance a half-hour in proves aptly surreal, given his purgatory environ•
ment, similar manifestations of his own instability only distract as fhejih:ii
goes on.

Keira Knightley (top), Orlando Bloom (middle) and Johnny Depp reprise their roles in Walt Disney's Pi~
ofthe Caribbean:At World's End, in which Elizabeth Swann, Will Turner and Captain Jack Sparrow make
their final alliances for one last dedsive battle as the age of piracy comes to a dose.
IMAGES COURTESY WALT DISNEY PICTURES
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Get GOing with· Lots of monkey business·
Monkeys
Target's new line Arctic
rocks 0-town
JAMIE SALMASIAN
Staff Writer

t
COURTESY MGM STUDIOS

MR. BROOKS (R)

•

Consider Mr. Brooks. Asuccessful
businessman, a generous philanthropist, a
loving father and devoted husband.
Seemingly, he's perfect. But Mr. Brooks has
asecret - he is an insatiable serial killer,
so lethally clever that no one has ever
suspected him - until now.
Directed by: Bruce A. Evans
Starring: Kevin Costner, William Hurt, Demi
Moore, Dane Cook, Marg Helgenberger, Rubin
Santiago-Hudson, Danielle Panabaker

COURTESY UNIVER~AL PICTURES

KNOCKED UP (R)
A20-something guy finds out he
impregnated his one-night stand.
Directed by: Judd Apatow
Starring: Seth Rogen, Katherine Heigl, Paul
Rudd, Leslie Mann, Ja51ln Segel, Jay Baruchel

•
COURTESY PICTUREHOUSE

..
...

GRACIE (PG-13)
Ateenager faces an uphill battle when she
fights to give women the opportunity to
play competitive soccer. Based on the reallife story ofElisabeth Shue when she was a
girl.
Directed by: Davis Guggenheim
Starring: Elisabeth Shue, Dermot Mulr9ney,
Carly Schroeder, Andrew Shue

!I

..

BILLBOARD
TOP 5 ALBUMS:
Artist I Title I Label

1. Linkin Park I Minutes To
Midnight I Warner Bros.
t

2. Tank I Sex Love & Pain I
Blackground
3. Michael Buble I CallMe
Irresponsible I 143/Reprise
4. Wilco I Sky Blue Sky I
Nonesuch

"

5. Gretchen Wilson I One Of
The Boys I Sony

If you haven't noticed
already from my style suggestions in this column, I have an
obsession with Target. Yes, I
admit it: I can't enter that store
and leave without buying
something.
One of my favorite concepts
of Target is the fairly new collection of GO designers. It is
such a great idea for people,
especially colle~e students,
who want to be fashionable on
a budget and who want to
experiment with their look
with new designs from all over
the world.
The GO line of affordable
clothing and accessories from
internationally
influenced
designers began last year with
the collection of Luella Bartley
from London in February until
April. Her styles were followed
by Tara Jarmon, who had
Parisian-influenced looks from
May until July.
Then Sophie Albou entered
the lineup with her sophisticated French fashions from
August until October. Next on
the list was Behnaz Sarafpour
with chic fashions from the
city that never sleeps from
November until December.
And if you didn't get ·the
. chance to stop by from -February to May of this year, you jU$t
missed Pr<¥!nza Schouler with
bold designs from New York.
Currently, another designer
hailing from New York, Patrick
Robinson, has his ancient
Greece-influenced styles on
display at Target until July 14.
Robinson's styles are very
comfortable and flowing. The
variety of tops, dresses, pants,
shorts, swimwear and acces' sories all reflect a chic, simple
and bohym.ian style. With
great looks like Aegean Chic,
Mediterranean Scene, Cobblestone Cruise, Atlantis Flair and
Crete Neat, Robinson puts
together some of summer's
trends with this own touch.
I love the Aegean Chic look
because it's comfortable and.
elegant. A strapless dress
paired wi~ an oversized tote is.
a great look for summer days
or nights. Another definite
look for summer is the Cobbles to he Cruise look. This is a
great example of how to layer

ALEX MARKOW

.'

PHOTOS COURTESYTARGET.COM

Top: New York designer Patrick Robinson's •
Cobblestone Cruise look has fun with layers.
Above: His Aegean Chic look pairs asolid
strapless dress with an oversized print tote.

your outfit. A cute skirt in a
neutral tone paired with a
white vest and a thin scarf can
really accomplish a fun and
functional outfit for a day on
campus or at the beach.
What is so exciting about
the GO line is that all of these
designers have produced these
looks exclusively for Target
and ·that the different articles
of clothing don't cost more
than $50! This.is a great way to
be bold and stylish without
maxing out your credit card.
So what are you waiting for?
GO check out the fashions
now before they take off ..; and
maybe I'll see you there!

Contributing Writer

The Arctic Monkeys began
their act with a bang.
Swirling lights and flashes
blinded the crowd as they
opened with "Brainstorm." The
scene was similar to the video
for the song. A fan favorite,
"Dancing ShQes" ignited the
crowd with its echoing drums
and catchy bass line as the
masses chorused in, "Get on
· your dancing shoes. .There's
one thing on your mind" .
The
Arctic
Monkeys
brought their punk-inspired
rock to a sold-out Hard Rock
May 20 in support of their new
album, Favourite Worst Nightmare. The Sheffield, England
nativ:es hit it huge across the
pond and set records for the
fastest selling debut album in
history in January. Reaching
the Billboard Top 10 with their
second album, the quartet is
gaining momentum and has
been selling out venues across
the U.S.
Letting their music speak
for themselves, the band did
not have the most dynamic
stage presence. Making little
use of the large stage, Arctic
Monkeys consistently stood in
the same place. The band wasn't very talkative during song
intermissions. However, the
crbwd rallied in support when
vocalist/guitarist Alex Turner
polled the audience to see who
hailed from Florida during a
break between songs.
It was a typical Florida rock
crowd with the addition of Brit
tourists and their U.K. flags.
The song everyone was waiting for was apparent. As TI.uner opened with the· beginning
verse of ''When the Sun Goes
Down," the crowd lit up with
cell phones recording the performance, while everyone sung
along.
The Arctic Monkeys con-

ALEX MARKOW I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURI

Top: Arctic Monkeys' guitarist Jamie Cook mid·rif during the May 20 performance at Hard
Rock Live. Above: The Arctic Monkeys played a song off their new album, Favourite Worst
Nightmare, and old favorites during their 90-minute performance.

eluded their set with·~ Certain
Romance." During the show's
finale, Jemina Pearl Abegg, lead
singer of the opening band Be
Your Own Pet, crashed the
stage and tackled TI.uner. After
he wrestled her to the ground,
Turner carried his assailant
back stage while the remaining
band members finished off the
show. It was apparent there
would not be an encore, and

the lights came on.
Overall, the Arctic Monkey's set was very clean. Com·
pared to their CD, Nightmare,
they actually sounded beHex
live.
The Hard Rock show wa~
the last stop on the Arctic Mon·
key's tour of the U.S in suppor1
of Nightmare. Now· they wiI
head back home and continuE
touring throughout Europe.
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9p.m. ABC Ex-Wives Gub
Celebrity divorcees help arecently divorced
Orlando woman who hasn't been on a
date in seven years. Support you'r local
•· d~sperately single neighbors.

1

'1·

'".'118
8 p.m. MNT Happy Birthday Elton

tmB:iit41fi\fw~
~

t

1

9p.m. FOX House
Season three finally draws to a close as an
ailing woman who fled Cuba in order to be
treated by House is rescued at sea.

Greatest Celebrity Impersonator?
Celebrity impersonators compete for the
title and a $100,000 prize. I have one
name for you, Frank Caliendo.

9 p.m. CW One Tree Hill
~aren worries when Lucas persists in
pursuing theories about Keith's murder, so
Dan suggests they get him some
-i professional help. Haley runs into
roadblocks with her valedictorian speech.

'

'f

9p.m.NBCThe ce ,
. .
After Jan busts Michael for declaring 1t'.s
"movie Monday," where everyone watches
a movie instead of working, an upset
Angela pushes Dwight into making aplay
for Michael's job. Meanwhile, Pam Internet
shops and has afashion show at lunch,
and Jim plays video games and gets killed
again and again in virtual reality. Now th~t
Greyj is over, you have no excuse not to
watch the funniest show on TV.
9p.m. ABC NotionalBingo Night
At least i(s not are-run.

r

f.

AMANDA K. SHAPIRO

Concert clips and celebrity interviews mark
the birthday of musician Elton John. How
old is he now?

twa~~1#h%N&rJl!1s p.m. ABC The Next Best Thing: Who is the
\'

·Joe's latest release
Ain't Notbin' new

8p.m. NBC NHL Hockey
No, I'm just kidding, there's nothing on so
go enjoy a nice June evening. And for the
record, hockey sucks.
9 p.m. NBC Friday NightUghts
Another great show you may have missed
out on during the regular season. Herl!'s
your chance to catch up before next fall.

,.

- COMPILED BY WOODY WOMMACK

Staff Writer

The makeup of most modern singers and songwriters
can be equated to the products
in those build-a-bear stores
tucked neatly inside nearly
every mall in America. You
start with a simple form and
attach cookie-cutter attributes
at your discretion.
The idea is that you're creating something new, something personal. But really, with
so little attributes to choose
from, you're really creating the
same thing as everyone else. It
is hard to step away from the
molds to create something
truly original, e.specially in the
case of Joe's music; he's created those molds for himself.
With the debut of his fifth
attempt at riding the R&B
rollercoaster, Joe gifted the
world with Ain't Nothin' Like
Me. Like his previous releases,
Joe's music is an extension of
someone who has fine tuned
the process of staying in a
comfort zone. Amazingly,
playing it safe has been good
for the soulful singer, who (for
the past 10 years) has recorded
sensual ballads centered on
romance and intimacy. Fortunately, one of the consistencies
in Joe's music is his powerful
voice · and incredible range.
Listeners can become so swept
up in the singing that they'd
have to a make a few runs
through the album before realizing that most songs sound

Simply put, the release contains great· breakup songs.
Though Ain't Nothin' Like Me
may not be a major departure
from what has already been
said and done, the albwn offers
14 tracks of mood music, perfect for a cheap thrill or a good

alike.

cry.

The biggest overall change
stems from .an addition of significantly more hip-hop beats.

Send questions, comments
and album spggestions to:
AmandaKShapiro@gmaiLcom

..
Joe
Album: Ain't Nothin' Like Me

***•.
Available Now

While this help~. to maintain
the record's floW. it reiterates
the comfort zone Joe's music
seems to have fan'en into. Collaboration with Dre appears
on the sortg "Just Relax," a song
th:at attempts to soothe and
calm a woman while praising
her every breath. Joe's new
music shows no sign of struggle when attempting to submerge listeners in its content.
The albwn's most noteworthy
tracks are "Feel For You" and
"Lµe Of The Party." Fans of
Brian McKnight and Carl
Thomas will dig Ain't Nothin'
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PHOTO COURTESY WALT DISNEY PICTURES

ptain Jack Sparrow {Johnny Depp) proves his telesc~pe is longer than fellow captain, Barbossa's {Geoffrey Rush) in World's End.

t

Special effects seamless
'

OM

;

AS

And go on, it does, as Spar>w and others spend an inorinate amount of time yamtering on about their
Jrresponding courses of
:tion. Such sequences are
:iual to observing a parti~u
rly flamboyant game of Risk,
1d while the better portion of
ie final hour, more than 40
linutes, is devoted to a
hirlpool-centric climax, the
:tion seems neither worth the
'ait nor as impressive as
~lect sequences in Chest that
m under 10 minutes.
That in and of itself is the
ey failing of At World's End:
;he plot is so aggressively.
umbing tlµit it anchors down
ie film, and there never
~ems to be any wind in its
ills to make the proceedings
:> by with any genuine excite1ent or ease.
The story may be hard to
>llow, but it's even harder to
are about, and while the
::tion comes in spurts, it's
early never enough to dis·act from the chore at hand.
's escapist fare that one finds
IBier to shrug off rather than
ll'render to, with a plot too
ense to dismiss.
Otherwise, Verbinski and
is crew do keep things in line
rith its predecessors on an
esthetic level, with the effects
dll seamless and still best rep~sented by the likes of Nighys
ompassionate Davy Jones.
One could expect fans to easy forgive the narrative disarray,
'only to gaze upon Bloom and
>epp for hours on end, to see
~lling Stones guitarist Keith
ti.chards make his long-prom;ed appearance as Sparrow Sr.,
J chuckle each and every time
1e camera lands on the money (which it does, with disconerting frequency), and to stay
eated through the seemingly
ndless credits for a bonus
::ene, as they've been groomed
J for the past four years.
However, for some of us, far
JO many lines seem far too fiting, easy fuel for embers of
ynicism and griping, such as
then two pirates assure one .
nother to "take what you can"
:iid "give nothing back," and
specially when the corporate-

~
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THURSDAY
NIGHTS
AT LIBRARY~...,..
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~~iili~.,!!lj ALL YOU CAN DRINK UNTIL MIDNIGHT
Drafts-Wells-Calls $5 • BEST DEAL AROUND!

SATURDAY NIGHT!! ·
•

All Drinks 2-4-1•9 p.m.- midnight
$3 Pitchers ALL NIGHT!

COURTESY SCOTT PAUSAL

Senior Scott Pausal, center, poses with World's End actor Chow Yun-Fat, left, and ·
another student extra, Bryan Lin, right, on the last day of shooting on the Black Pearl.•

UCF student the Singapore pirate
that guards Captain Jack Sparrow
SCOTT PAUSAL
Contributing Writer

I was one of 30 Orlando
residents selected to be
extras in Pirates of the
Caribbean: At World's End.
In August 2005, a friend
of mine told me about an
Orlando casting call for the
third and fourth Pirates of
the Caribbean films. They
were looking for Asian
males ages 18 to 60 to be
extras in the film. A bunch of
my friends and I went near
Universal Studios, filled out
some papers and took pictures that felt like mug shots.
About three weeks later, I
got an e-mail saying that I
had been selected out of 150
people. Within two weeks, I
was in Freeport, Bahamas.
We spent one week there. I

minded Lord Beckett repeats
the maxim, "It's nothing personal It's just good business.''
Albeit in an entirely different time, place and capacity,
there is one pirate who may
have already summed up matters best in just five words:
"I can't get no satisfaction."

•

.,

also met anoth.er UCF student, Bryan Lin, who was an
extra in the film as well.
We were fitted for costumes for the f"rrst day, and
some of us actually had our
heads shaved with a tail h:;lir
piece attached to the back.
Our role was Singapore
pirate guards. They put a lot
of dirt makeup on us to
make us grungy with gook
on our teeth to look rotted
We filmed on the Black
Pearl about five miles off the
coast. The first scene was us
taking over the ship so we
got to film scenes with
Chow Yun-Fat, Geoffrey
Rush, Orlando Bloom, Keira
Knightley and Johnny Depp.
I was lucky to be the one
guarding Depp and that
scene made it on the trailer.
It was a blast.

Monday· Friday - with a purthase c, nch 11 • 4 p. •

Sunday Night •7 p.m. - Close Hospitality Night
S for $10 Domes i Bue e
· m ells
ree Pool for Hospitalit Em I ee
s
Waterford Lakes• 11351 Lake Underhill Rd.· Orlando, FL 32825 • 407-737-6606
University· 7644 University Blvd.· Winter Park, FL 32792 • 407-671-7797
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Pirates ofthe Caribbean:
At World's End

***•.
Starring: Johnny Depp, Keira Knightley,
Orlando Bloom, Geoffrey Rush, Bill Nighy
Director: Gore Verbinski
In Theaters Now

•
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Enhance your summe( LSAT.prep:

Get 2 free hours
of private tutoring! .;
•

Kaplan classes are held in thousands of locations across
the country-so you can start your LSAT pr~p in one pl'ace
and continue it somewhere else.

LSAT Classes Starting Soon!
LSOR7104: June 2, 2007 .~
LSOR7004: July 7, 2007
LSOR700S:Aug.4,2007
And if you enroll in an LSAT course by May 3lst you'll get~ hours

of one-on-one tutoring to boost your prep-a $250 value-free!t
Higher LSAT score guaranteed or your money back:· Enroll today!

1-800-KAP-TEST

kaptest.com /lsat

•LSAT is a registered trademark of the Law School Admission Council. t Must enroll in an LSAT Classroom, Class +5'. Extreme, Advanced
Course, Premium Online course, of 15-, 25-. or 35-hour tutoring program between!':ay 1 f."d May 31, 2~0!. Free Tutonng must be redeemed
by August 1. 2007. Cannot be combined with any other offer. rebate, or promotion: Cond1t1ons and restrictions apply. For complete ~u~rantee
eligil,lility requirements, visit kaptest.com/hsg. The Hi>19er Score Guarantee apphes only to Kaplan courses taken fi'd completed within the
·
United States, Puerto RI f , Canada, Mexico. the United Kingdom, and France.
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Don't ignore the
soldiers' sacrifice
C

•

~
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~
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an you hear it: The whis- ·
per of a desert breeze that
carries the soldiers' song
over the desolate dunes?
Can you feel the rhythm of thousands of black, polished boots
marching steadily toward uncertainty?
Stop. Listen
Look at the faces as they file
by. Those uniforms they wear
make it appear that they are
identical, one entity, one mind,
but no. That one in the middle
carries a picture of his mother
stanqing in front of the big yellow house in Iowa. The woman
next.to him is thinking of going
backtoschoolafterherservice
is over.
They have names, too. -' Americans celebrated their
first Memorial Day in 1868 by
placing flowers on the graves of
Union and Confederate troops
at Arlington National Cemetery.
It was not a day to honor victory
but to remember the individual
soldier, both living and dead,
who gave much for little in
return
. Memorial Day is a promise to
all American soldiers that we
will not forget to honor the·
actions of those who fight for us.
It is a promise many of us fail
to keep.
What do you think will make
this Memorial Day different
from any other? Will stores have
sales? Will you go to the beach?
Will you watch a TV marathon
while sitting on the couch?

.,
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being for or against the war in
Iraq or making those opinions
public, but there is everything
wrong with being more concerned about the "damn Democrats" or the "damn Republicans"
than the men and women fighting and dying in 'h ostile .l ands.
We're sick of war. Sick and
tired of hearing about someone's
child being blown up or shot.
Is it fair that someone should
spend years in a place so far
away from Aome, entangled with
people who want you dead and
where every minute is a test of
strength, each day possibly your
last?
Yet disgusted as we are, we
also understand that there is no
stemming war.
Yes, we weep for the lost men
and women, but we know from
our common history that this is
inevitable. We should always
guard against our own aggression and stay our hands when
words can work much better,
but what happens when world
events are such that conflict
becomes unavoidable?
Answer: Our soldiers take on
the burden that the rest of us
catµiot, or will not, accept.
Take a moment to think
about that this Memorial Day
before you begin your festivities.
Remember that while you are
taking in the sun on the beach
on Monday, someone els~ so
very much like yourseJ.£ is risking his or her life because their
country asked them to.

Crist's bµdget axe
hurts UCF students
L

.,

Too many of us walk around
acting .as if the day is nothing
more. than an excuse to take it
~asy. How can we be sq naive?
According to the Associated
Press, by May 22, there were
3,431 confirmed U.S. military
casualties in Iraq since operations began
Remember, however, that the
number is misleading. In print, it
appears harmless enough: Just
four numbers modifying that
sterilized word "casualties." But
each digit of that sum represents
a person
That number is equiValent to
more than 3,000 coffins, more
than 3,000 broken: families and
countless broken hearts.
We tend to forget that.
War, for most Americans, is
no more than fodder for dinner
table conversations and pop culture. The conflicts in Iraq and in
Afghanistan have been removed ·
beyond the realm of reality and
placed into the fluid, two-faced
world of bi-partisanship. It's not
enough to haye an opinion about
the war anymore; a person must
instead ally himself with one
group or another, each espousing a polar viewpoint from the
other.
Republicans are for the war,
Democrats against. and sinc.e
there is no room for freethinking
. in American politics, anyone
supporting a view between
these two butting rams is summarily trampled in the conflict.
There's nothing wrong with

ast week, Gov. Charlie
Crist vetoed a proposal
that would have allowed
UCF to increase tuition rates by 5
percent.
The increase would have cost
students taking 30 credit hours an
extra $115.
. It's easy to see this decision as
a boon for students, but let's not
celebrate our gciod fortune just
yet.
.
It seems that the choice to axe
the increase was made because
Crist did not want to burden students by making them pay more
for college. But really, is $115 such
a staggering amount that the
average student wo:uld be unable
to pay?
A tuition increase used to
improve the quality of education
at UCF would do a lot more good
- than ensuring that things remain
status quo.
fu fact. as the university con. tinues to grow, the need to reexamine our situation increases.
With 6,408 full-time degreeseeking freshmen in the 20062007 school year added to our
already burgeoning population,
there can be little doubt that the
\m.iversity is in ne$1 of some

breathing room.
lion
.
Those of you hanging around
We agree with the governor's
basic principles that the burden
from last semester know all too
well the horrors of signing up for
of improving our universities
classes. Many students in limited- shouldn't rest on students alone.
access majors are driven almost
Universities do more than just
to bare-knuckle boxing for a spot
provide an education to students.
They are part of state pride and
in a class offered just once a y~ar.
Not to mention the stress felt
generate billions of dollars for the
by many professors who may
cominunity.
have to deal with upwards of 300
Just look at the way Florida's
students in a single class.
government has been salivating
It's a simple problem: too
over the med school, which
many students are interested in a
promises to bring in new jobs
class, but there are not enough
and new technology to Orlando.
instructors availitble to teach it.
It would be nice if the state
But as the university continues and students could split the bill to
its master plan toward expansion, improve the university. system.
expect problems to get worse
But for now, this 5 percent
instead of better.
increase is not so painful.that stuImagine that for the oost of
dents can't be responsible for it
$115 per student. the university
themselves.
could begin fixing this problem
An extra $115 is not going to
by hiring more professors.
send anyone running to a back
Are we prepared to sacrifice
alley to sell a kidney before the
the lowest tuition rates in the
fall semester starts up.
nation for the hope of improving
We're willing to pay ifUCF is
our university system?
willing to put that money to good
Since he was elected, Crist has use. Let's make this university
maintained a position on keeping truly accessible to the average
Florida tuition rates low. His curstudent. College is a headache
rent plan is to raise state spend,enough without the minor nuiing on universities by 4.1 percent,
sances that more professors and
an increas of about $137.5 milclassroom sgace could heal.

Whether an effort to save money,
Last week, the Future featured a
to save the environment or to avoid
story about citizens in the Bonneville
the parking hassle, many students at
community, one of the many that borders the campus, who worked with
UCF have tak~n to biking or wa1k:inE
the county commissioner and UCF to
to classes as opposed to dri~.
build a pedestrian bridge connecting
However, when I see bikers
treacherously making their way
the community and Research Park
across Alafaya Trail to get to camAn aluminum bridge will replace
pus, I can't help but cringe. That
the wooden planks residents use as a
road is hardly safe for drivers most
makeshift bridge over a ditch of
swampy water and overgrown weeds, JENNIFER LARI NO of the time, never mind pedestrians~
Staff Writer
IfUCF is committed to improv- .
allowing pedestrians more easily to
'ing the environment and making
walktoUCF.
This recent decision, coupled with the Pres- eco-frie~dly practices a part ofl:he culture
here, it is important that we make biking and
idents Climate Commitment signed months
walking to campus from surrounding commuearlier, is a movement toward environmental
responsibility that is long overdue.
nities safe and feasible.
J
The l3onneville community is the first one.,
This past semester, President John Hitt
joined with other university presidents in sign- surroun~ UCF to take notice of its pedestrian COIIlIJlUters, and UCF should take some
ing the PCC. The commitment. which solidinotes frc)m its actions.
fies the university's role in curbing the negaThere should at least be well-lit, bike-lanes ,
tive effects of energy waste on the
environment, was a big environmental step for on both sides of every major road on and surrounding campus.
UCF.
.
To encourage more bike use, more bike
The idea behind the movement is that UCF
will become a model for the surrounding com- racks should be installed around UCF buildmunity through eco-friendly policies.
ings, and the blue security alarms that line
sidewalks around campus should be placed
The signing of the PCC was probably not a
along major roads outside campus as well
,
big factor in the decision to build the Bonneville bridge, but regardless, the environmenWith such a system in plaGe, more students
will see piking or walking as a viable alternatal applications of both are a step in the right
tive to driving. Not only will UGF have a more
direction
positive impact on the environment, but it will
UCF has taken well to more effective eneralso instill energy-efficient thinking in the stu-•
gy use: notifying on-campus residents how to
conserve energy and utilizing biodiesel fuel in
dent community.
Hopefully, as the surrounding community
Physical Plant vehicles. The UCF shuttle servsees the positive changes going on at UCF,
ice cuts down on vehicle emissions every dajr.
they will follow suit and form pedestrian comBut we can't stop there.
By now, most scientists accept that global·
muter routes much like the one planned for
warming is caused mostly by excessive carbon Bonneville.
UCF, as a university, has the opportunity to
emissions from the burning of fossil fuels.
change the way people view and think about
However, while alternative fuel research is
the world and the way they lead their lives.
underway, tb,e most immediate resolution to
Why not seize the opportunity and help make
the issue is to push alternative transportation
som_e changes for the better?
such as biking or walking.

READER VIEWS
Homeless feeding groups tend
to duplicate existing services
I would like to comment on your recent
article titled "Orlando Homeless Have a Right
To Eat:' Having worked in a shelter for four
years, I believe that I can shed a different light.
Each group that feeds the homeless believes
that they are doing the right thing, and to an .
extent they are. However, they need to step
back for a moment to see if anyone else is
doing the right thing, too. In the non-profit
world it is called "duplication of services."
Foundations that distribute grants and other
funds want to ~e sure that one agency isn't
doing the exact thing s0meone else is doing to
ensure that a broader web of services is being
provided.
I think that many of these homeless feeding
groups are duplicating services. Believe me, the
homeless in Or~do have plenty of places to
get a meal if they so choose. Keep in mind that
these meals may not be what you or I would
always find appealing, but if you are truly hungry, there is food available. I know for a fact
that the Coalition for the Homeless serves dinner every night to anyone who wants it. no
questions asked The Christian Service Center
also has a daily bread program to provide
lunches.
The problem is that everyone wants to feed
the homeless in their own way. Have any of
these student organizations ever thought about
approaching the Coalition or Christian Service
Center to help provide a meal there? The
Coalition has nearly zero money in its budget
for meals, yet it is able to serve more than
200,000 meals each year. How? They have volunteers (mostly churches and other civic
organizations) who sponsor meals.
There is no obligation to the agency other
than providing the food or money to purchase
the food People need to stop being selfish and
just work with the agencies that alreacfy have
well-established places and procedures in
place to do this. Everyone wants to do it their
way so they feel good about themselves when
the end result should be a00ut making others
feelgood. ·

electing peace delegates to the Democratic
national convention put pressure on Democrats in Congress to vote to cut off funds for the
Vietnam Wai::
On Jan. 2, 1973, the Democratic Caucus of
the House voted 154 to 75 to cut off funds for ·
the Vietnam War. Two days later, the Senate
Democratic Caucus voted 36to12 to cut off
funds for the war.
OnJan.15, 1973 Nixon announced suspension of offensive action in Vietnam.
"
Nrx:on announced a peace agreement on Jan. 23, 1973. The Paris Peace Accords were
signed on Jan. 27, 1973. The first U.S. priso:o.ers were released on Feb.11, 1973; and U.S. soldiers
were ordered to leave by March 29, 1973.
Republican claims that cutting off funds for '
war is unprecedented is just another of their
Big Lles. Cutting off funds for war was exactly
how we got out of Vietnam. It is just a shame
that Democrats are so spineless that they are
not willing to take credit for it.

JIMSENYSM
PEORIA,ILL

Lawmakers should live up to
their own drug-testing policies

Alas, another legislative session has
passed us by, and a .s pecial session is soon to
commence. During its long and strenuous
session, the Florida legislature passed a wide
array of legislation that would make a harlequin proud Among these sparkling gems wru
a bill requiring all high school athletes who
participate in baseball, wrestling and football
to either consent to random drug testing or
sit on the sidelines. Doesn't seem like much
of a choice; most athletes will sign the consent form, and in doing so, they acquiesce to
the underlying assumption of the legislation:
That tlley are guilty.
With the passage of the bill and overwhelming support from both Florida legislative houses for the high school steroid testing
pilot program, perhaps they will be as willing
to embrace the following proposal? Seeing as
our elected politicians have taken it upon
themselves to impo,s e drug testing upon students, I would hope they would impose ¢.e
NATHALIA BAUER same upon themselves. Politicians should be
WINTER PARK held to the highest levels of accountability;
therefore, I propose mandatory monthly dru~
testing for them.
I would like to ensure that the politicians
who are elected to represent my interests are
free·from any illegal substances. If a lawmakPlease inform yourself about how and who
er was to test positive, he/she should face the
extricated the United States from the Vietnam
quagmire. Most people are deluded that N"ixon, appropriate penalties. If politicians are truly
concerned about the welfare of high school
Kissinger or the Republicans ended U.S.
athletes, they should be just as concerned
involvement in that war. However, the N"ixon
Administration's vicious Christmas 1972 bomb- about the welfare of their fellow statesman in
the legislature.
ing ofNorth Vietnam showed that some very
Apparently, politicians are very quick to
strong arm-twisting was needed to get them to .
infringe upon the individual rights of minors,
stop.
but are they as willing to infringe upon their
Electoral politics, not street demonstrations
own rights? They seem to have given little
and coercion (so-called "civil disobedience"
pause to the ramifications of their proposal I
and "direct action''), which only gave peace a
bad name, brought the Vietnam War to an end wonder what state senator or representative
would be willing to sponsor such a proposal?
Pr.esident Lyndon Johnson was dlJp:lped as a
result of door-to-door canvassing for Eugene
RICHARD SKANDERJ
McCarthy, and <leorge McGovern's suq:ess in
f
ORLAN DC

Iraq wouldn't be the first time ·
a war ended by cutting funding

•
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Online 24 hrs/day:

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A
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HELP WANTED:
General

~Y.I~Q!;.

• Data entry· Client relations· Billing support· Event planning
HR Support· Office support such as ord~ring, vendor management, etc.
• Individual must have a valid Fl Dl and enjoying working within a team.
• Extracurricular UCF activities (dubs, athletics, Greek organizqtions, etc.) are preferred.

Hlc1 1 TEC! 1 lASER Oirr1cs
J\ilAJ\UFACTURER,
NEW PORT RICHEY,

AccEPTI>.'G RESUMES FOR

Start date would be mid-May for summer v.urk with option for full time once probationary period ends.
·Would need to be available M-F • 20-25 hrs/wk

'te> ALPHA Interested parties may send their resumes and cover letter to
"

'

FL

employment.@alphaemc.com

• ENGINEERS
• SALFS ENGINEERS

• JR PROCESS ENGINEER

BA IN OPTICS, Pl IYSICS,
OR ENGlNJ"ERINC REQUIRED.

Marketing Coordinator

SEND Rf:Sl!ME TO

TLEWIS@VLOC.coM,
OR FAX

GrayRobinson, P.A.; an AV rated law firm with 10 offices in
Florida, has immediate opening for a Marketing Coordinator
based in our Orlando office.

727-375-5300.

MW>T llE <.TnZEN OR PO\M Ri:;slbfl>.T.

EOE.

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800·965·6520 x 107.

Successful candidate must have a marketing or communications degree
or relevant marketing experience in a professional services organization.
The coordinator provides technical and administrative support to the
Marketing Dep.,rtment with regard to marketing/communications and
event planning. Experience creating basic graphic design and drafting
press releases helpful.

Appointment Setters Wanted
$8 - $10 per hour plus bonus.
'Flexible days & hours.
407-736·8395. Ask for Ramon.
Women ages 21 ·30 - you can
help make a miracle happen!
Egg donors needed to help w.omen
who are waiting to become moms.
Excellent compensation provided.
Call for details, 407-740-0909.

We offer a competitive salary and comprehensive benefits package in a
' professional, challenging environment.
Please send cover letter, including salary requirements, and resume to
HRAds@gray-robinson.com.

HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days.of choice, PT/FT
. avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421
DJCarl.com is looking for RELIABLE
assistants to set-up and break-down DJ
equipment after LATE weekend parties.
$25/hour. E-mail jobs@djcarl.com

GrayRobinson is an Equal Opportunity Employer

LOOKING FOR ~OTIVATED IND.VIDUALS
TH INTEGRITY AND SOLID WORK
ETHIC
.

F.amlly-run Italian restaurant now hiring
FfT sealers and servers. Exp only. Apply
in person at 1425 Tuskawilla Rd, Winter ·
Springs. Corner of Tuskawilla and Red
. Bug in the K-mart shopping plaza. 407-659-0101
Swim Instructors: If you're good
com~ work with the BEST. Sharks &
Minnows Swim School. FT/PT
$11-$14hr. Will Train. (407) '699·1992.
www.sharksandmlnnows.com

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
JOIN OUR TEAM- BRING FRIENDS
Fast walkers to dist. flyers in Ori & surr.
areas. Start now, we'll train. Up to
$10/hr. Perks! Need car & cell. PT/FT
407-359-5901 or 321-287-0757
$30/hr
Monday-Thursday 4:30 p.m.·8:30 p.m.
Great sales training provded.
Call 407-513-1901

.E ARN TOP PAY & THEME PARK BENEFITS

Servers, Hostess, Bussers, Cooks, Expo,
Dishwashers, Food Runners, and.Retail Cashiers

Appointment Setters
Baldwin Park accounting firm seeks
enthusiastic people with clear
speaking voices to set appointments
for our accounting ·flrm. Base salary is
$10-$13/hr +commission. Flex day
time hours, PT/FT, professional
environment, paid training. No acct
exp req'd. Bllllngual a +. For Interview
call 1-800-994·4276 Btwn 9am and
5pm EST Monday·Thursday

' APPLY
'
·
IN PERS.O N
·
6000 UNIVERSAL BLVD. SUITE 743
ORLANDO, FL 32819
~

Baldwin Park bead & jewelry store needs
responsible, organized, creative,
friendly people. PfT jobs avail - retail,
shipping & asst. mgr. Beading and
design exp. pref. Send resume to
jobs@beadbee.com

NOW HIRING:
Afternoon Assistont teachers
Must be able to work Monday - Friday·

Experience Preferred
Please contact Dianne @ 407-658-404 7
Kids Together Orlando is an equal opportunity employer.

NOW HIRING!
Full & Part time positions!
2 Miles from UCF!
Flexible hours! Great pay!
Call 866-900-5213 or 407-923-28451
MOONWALK DELIVERY DRIVER
NEEDED. Mostly weekend work.
Delivery & pickup of moonwalks and
other party supplies. Make $20+ per
delivery. Must have pickup/SUV for
deliveries & valid drivers license/proof of
insurance .. Call 407-701-1245
Servers needed for busy Nature's
Table Cafe inside Cingular bldg. Near
UCF. Must be friendly, hard working and
dependable. Apply in person
at 12150 Research Pkwy.

Grape·Juice Antioxidant Study
RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE at Florida Hospital Celebration Health is conducting t
a study for women comparing the effects of concord grape juice on body
antioxidant status.

Call: 407.827.0110
•
~ ~GL~SS

Education Director

PEPPINO'S NOW HIRING
Servers wanted for fine Italian restaurant.
Make great money! Must have
experience, good people skills. FT/PT
pos. avail. 1 mile north of UCF.
Call Susan (407) 365-4774

Texas Hold'em Players Wanted;.
Free to play. Win Great prizes.
Always looking for diialers.
www.allinpokerseries.com
Ideal P!T job for students
Appointment Setters Wanted M=F 6-9pm.
$8/hr. $1 O/show. No selling involved.
Casselberry area. Call 407·339-3000

(407) 865-6103 or
E-mail to:
lmletson@gamblinghelp.org

()

M

E

• 20-40 hours a week

Duties: office organization,
phone, on site help, etc.

EARN $ EXTRA$ MONEY

AWESOME BIG BRAND NEW 4/3/3 in
Avalon Park, gated, granite, stainless,
screened porch, on pond, top of line
everything. Ready in August. $1 995 obo
407 466 6363
TOWNHOUSES NEAR UCF
1/2 ml. from UCF & Research Park
Close to Waterford Lakes Town
Center 2 Master Bedrooms, W/D Incl
6 Units avallable, 2Bcl/2.5Ba
http:/fl31 .rentclicks.com
$900/Month 407-310-6583

• Have Insured Vehicle
• Work Your Own Hou.rs
•.No Experience Necessary

IN SEMINOLE COUNTY AND SURROUNDING AREAS
STA I ROYAL ELEMENTS DESIGNS AND DISTRIBUTES INNO~ATIVE LINE OFBATH &BODY
PRODUCTS, PET PRODUCTS, HOTEL AMENmES, ETC. TO BIG BOXRETAILERS &HOTELS.
WE ARE LOOKING FOR

Visit WWW.UCFCondos.COM
Condos And Homes For Rent & Sale.
Free 24n Website With Pies & Info.
Century 21. Rick Sletten 321-438-4568

MAR.KETINC,

3/2 condo in River Run. 1 mile from UCF.
Brand new, luxury Jiving! Skylights,
garage, driveway, gated comm. Never;
lived io. $1350/mo 917-478·0501

WEB OESIC,NERS

. 3bd/2ba, 2 car garage, huge yard! Clean
and responsible tenants only!
1 mile from· UCF. Available.toi;jay l
Call Susan (407) 365-4774

Individuals to market our products to hotels and retailers through tele sales,
mailings, data entry. Good communication and computer skills atedesired.

, ~eminole Chronicle

·~

• •

Sale/Rent in Hunters Reserve 2b/2b
remodeled corner unit. Tile firs, vaulted
ceilings, fans, aplnces, comm. pool/gym
$185,000 or $940/mo. 321-536-5430

800-247-4708

.
•
•

o

•

Beautiful 212 Town Home in Chancellor's
Row. End Unit, assigned parking, tile
throughout. Washer/Dryer & 2 mi from
UCF. Access Pool & Tennis.
Call Steve @407·488-9656

.

' ~I

Brand New 312.5 Town Home behind
UCF. Avail NOW! All appliances
Included, large master bedroom and
loft, overlooking pool and lake, 1 car
garage. Please Call 954·663·6298
Home for rent: UCF area/ Beautiful
neighborhood! 312 w/washer and
dryer, 2 car garage. Ceramic tile
throughout the house. Available In·
June. $1 ,450/month)For more Info
call 407-948-8409.
Waterford Lakes:
Large waterfrc:int homes 2, 3, 4 & 5
bedroom. $1 ,175 & up.
407-760-0768
Rooms for rent in new 6 bdrm house.
Avail now. Inc. W/D comm. pool, bball,
tennis. F only. Short or Long term ok.
321 -693-0011 $435-535/mo all util. incl.

:fforiba

~,

Waterford Lakes Area
3/212 home for rent - available immed
$1250/month + sec. dep.
Call 40i701·3639.
~

J=uture

'

.~

{.

..,

(407) 69">-1064

E-mail:trishai@knightnewspapers.com
or call 407-447-4555
((entW

. /;.

412 modern single family Home at
prestigeous Avalon Park. Granite and
.stainless steel appl. Close to shops
and restaurants. $1 ,790 - Co-signers
accepted. 407-913·8519

,.

Summer Semester
Monday mornings
5:30 - 7:30 a.m.
Truck or SUV requjred
$10 an hour

•

•>

- - - - -- -- .............................................

DIST'R IBUTION' DRIVERS

j

3/2 tiled home. 12x27 carpeted Fl room.
$1300/mon (negotiable) w/ 1 mon
deposit. 5mi to UCF! AVAILABLE June
1ST! can 407/574-6885.

- :.,.:•,

•Flexible scheduling

h~/b @ .\j.>chonz es. n e/ •

7

S

NOW HIRING

·For more information please call 407-303-4611

>I

Tuskawllla: $1200.00 month
w/$1000 deposit. 2 car garage,
bonus florida room. Call Lynn 407257-1808. READY NOW!!

----Knight Newspopers----

2 separate double-night stays.

<.'

~Homes

Office just off Sand Lake Road, Southwest Orlando. Please email orfax resume.
,shaji.thomas@staelementsusa.com, Fax: 407 351'7717.

To qualify you must be Ci healthy
female, normal weight, non-smoking,
and between 20 and 50 years of age..
You must be able to participate in

..

~FOR RENT:

To update our website with our.new products and promotions .

Brief Physical .Exam
Complete Blood Wo.rk
EKG Testing
• . Body Composition Analysis .
• $300 Compensation

.,

3 Bed/2Bath Winter Springs,

H

~

'

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.

SPC Homes, a
real estate builder/developer
is looking for a ·
personal assistant

II

'))

Do you like to...

~z.,

Royal
Elements

'•

TravElJ, Make money, Have fun?
goytbnow.com/lslandbreezetravels
407·384-9515

&PC:

E-mail res um e :

'1.

~175

Fax resume to:

Mktg/Promo Reps
Event mktg firm seeks dynamic reps to
work promo for leading airline at Orlando
'Airport. Fun PfT job, great$$$, flex
sched. 888-691-1810
'

"

$$$ FT PRESSURE WASHER $$$
Must have car and phone. Orlando area.
407-276-2881 .or 321-287-0757
,_

Candidate must have own
transportation, flexibility to
travel and able to move, lift,
pack and unpack boxes.

ATTN FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING
MAJORS! Need an internship?
Come work for the accounting
department at the Central Florida Future
for the Fall 07 Semester! Gain real world
experience, flexible hours, po~sible
future employment based on
performance!
Email resume to:
trishai@knightnewspapers.com

Summer help wanted for the month of
July. Baby sitter for 1O year old girl.
M- F 3 p.m. Iii 8 p.m. Light cooking and
housekeeping may be required. Please
· be experienced with references. Please
e-mail resume anc;I a brief introduction
with salary requirement to:
needasittr@aol.com.

Sales/ Sales Mgmt $85k
for right applicant. Personal sales.
success and exp. pref. Emal! resume to
hr@ekerb.com or fax to 321-257-2004

Benefits include a competitive
salary ($32,000), medical,
dental and vision insurance,
as well as a retirement plan.

Entry Level Opportunity
for Accounting student.
407·869-0200

for the Central Florida Future.
Outbound sales exp. preferred
Make minimum $8-tlhr. plus bonus.
E·mail resume to
trlshai@KnightNewspapers.com

WORLDWIDE LEADER in
battery industry is seeking Customer
Service/Office employee for permanent
part time position. Responsibilities
include customer service on phone and
general office duties. Great opportunity
to learn hands on business operations.
The position offers $1 O/hr with room for
growth.Located in Sanford. Call (407)321-8843.

Non-profit organization seeks
student that is an organized
self-starter, eager to learn,
able to oversee projects,
prepare written materials,
present community based
programming, and join our
committed team •

Attn Business/Finance Majors
Financial Marketing Firm looking for you!
PfT FfT Available.
Cal! 800-835·1384 ask for Jim.

Admin. Asst. that can use QB to help w/
scheduling, coordinating sales calls, and
trade shows. Light bookeeping. Familiar
with Goldmine software a +. Much room
for growth, PfT and flex hrs. $15/hour
E-mail susan.drazen@gmail.com or call
407-466-5456

Classified Sales Rep wanted

PfT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
VeUKennel Exp. a plus!
***www.dbgdayafternoon.net***
email resume: info@dogdayafternoon.net

LIVE EVENT PRODUCTIONS
Emerging creative media company seeks
talented Multimedia Designer,
Executive/Personal Assistant, and Live
Production freelance team.
www.thinkcybis.com/join-us

State of the Art Child Care Facility
S.E. Orlande
Waterford Lakes/ UCF Area

Flexible Shifts;
Unlimited possibilities
Sunglass lc'o n is owned by
Oakley and is a nation wide
company with over 130 stores .
3 neyv storeS' will be added in
O~ando this Summer!!!
If you are outgoing
energetic and sales driven

Telephone Actresses
Work from your own home. Flexible
full and part time shifts available.
Weekly payroll checks mailed or
through direct deposit. You must have
a corded telephone in a p~ivate area of
your home. We employ 1400+ agents
nationwide.
Great job for college students.
Check us out at phoneactress.com
.
1-800-325-6608

Successful company seeking confident,
self-motivated individuals. Own
transportation req. Will train. Drug·free
workplace. Contact Phil: 407.767.7663

~

Now Hiring!!
Downtown Disney!!

Part time Leasing Consultant needed
for up-scale. Winter Springs apartment
community. Great pay and bonuses!
Must be able to work Friday· Sunday. Fax resume to 407-699-5035.

••1 •.
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Available August
3/2 duplex in Sherwood Forest $975/mo
Close to UCF. W/D, dishwasher incl.
Call 407-496-0888.

Huge 5/5 available in June
Home away tom homel 5 suites under
one roof with common living areas for 5
individuals. $925/suite/mo all util incl.
with brand new bed and furniture.
Call 407-491-2176
Gorgeous 5/3 pool home available
ASAP www.geocities.com/cptt91
rentucf@yahoo.com Call me about
including all util. 913-908-8185

NEW PROGRAM FOR
STUDENTS
Instead of renting, you can buy•
Your roommates pay your rentl
YOU LIVE RENT FREE
Many U students are taking part In
this Incredible program.
FREE RECORDED MESSAGE
1-866-380-7301, next. 2051
The Real Estate Specialists

SERIOUS STUDENT
Room for rent In 412 home In quiet
neighborhood min. from UCF.
Phone, Cable, Broadband. Must like
animals. Fenced Yard. $450/ mo.
'Incl. utll. Call Anna ·407-365-2382

Move in Special- 50% off July
212 in Club at Orlando.
Newly renovated! Close to UCF.
Background check req'd. $895/mo.
Call Heather 407-913-4169.
Co-own a classy Avalon Park home
$0 down, owner financing avail. Don't
waste rent money, get on title with or
without your bank. Find your home now!
· http://nancepropertyinvestments.com
407-716-0848 or 407-334-6658
LOOK-NEW 31212 car, 5 ml to UCF/408,
hardwood floors, wlfl, celling fans;
pond view, pool & tennis court $1200
+ dep. 407-902-1720.

UNIVERSITY/SEMORAN AREA:
2BR/2BA condo near UCF. 1100 sq. ft.$950/mo. plus security. Water included.
No Pets. Call 407-657-5451
Room for rent at Northgate Lakes.
Walking distance to campus. $700 for
the remainder of summer (Until August
1). Definitely negotiable. Great
roommates. Clean Apartment. Females
only. · Call 727.418.5983

Bette Butz Realltv
Inc.

311 home for rent 5 min from
UCF/Waterford. Large fenced yard,
pets welcome. Clean.
$1100/mo. 407-455-3334
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home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. 2 rooms avail.
immediately! Rooms avail. for '071'08
school year beginning August 1st. M/F.
Call 407-876-5697 or 407-408-0803

4/2.5/2 Ashington Park
Near UCF, built in 1998. Fenced yard,
screened porch, pool, all appliances,
2100 sq. ft. $1800/mo. 407-482-8598

•
•l

UCF area, Cambridge Circle 212.5 bath
2 reserved parking spots, 1 year lease.
$835 rent, $1000 security deposit
Call 321-536-5430

3268 Vishaal Dr, 3/2 Duplex, 1182 sq ft,
2 mins from UCF, lawn included,
$1250/month, available immediately. For
more info go to www.homes2viewli>nline.com. 407-207-2011

" -21~2
~d~upl~e-x~fo_r_r_e_n.,..t.~2~m~ile-s~fr_o_m~u~c=F.
$900/mo + first and last. Small pets OK.
Call Al 407-493-3793 or
Natalie 407-468-7465

.,.
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UCF area: for rent 31212 house
w/washer and dryer.Ceramic tile,
screened porch, new appliances,
nice neighborhood. Avail. In July
$1,400 mon. For mo.r e Info call 407948-8409

NEW TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT in
gated community in Avalon Park (Spring
Isle) 3/3.5/2. Each bedroom has it's own '
_.
bath! Close to UCF off Colonial and
Avalon. W/D, pool and clubhouse.
$1500/mo. Call 407-302-8928
<1.

Seven Waterford Landing 212
condos for rent. 1.5 miles from
campus. Pool, flt. cntr. and
racquetball. Washer and dryer
Included, some with lake view. $975
month. Call Josh DeVinney @
407-862-9200 x201.
TIVOLI- next to UCF, avail until May thru
. August ASAP 1/1 in a 3/3, $435/ mo.
call Dave 727.480.0157

BEAUTIFUL LAKEFRONT HOME
wt DOCK. 4/212 w/ bonus room on 1 1/2
acres. Behind UCF on Lake Price.
Skiable lake, newly renovated
bathrooms. Avail. early July
Call 407-488-9656

Rooms for rent: 4/2 house in Oviedo.
10 min. from UCF. Lakeview. screened
porch. All appl[ances. $450/MO + 1/2
utilities. 2 rooms avail. immediately!
Call 407-902-6963
•
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Why Rent? BUY immac. 31212 home
with screen patio on pond In Brittany
Place. Bike to UCF! 14296 Rensselar.
Off Lk Plc~et $230K (631 )-681-0480

Homes, condos, duplexes for rent. Go to
www.ORLcent.com to view available
"i
· rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty
407-571-3659
3/2.5/1 car garage. Winter SpingsOviedo, Gated Comm. Barclay's Reserve
;,,
off of 434 1600 sq. ft. $1350/mo.
Call 407-366-5807
Duplex Av'ailable Now
... 3/2 $1095 or 212 $830
11622 Shilpa Ct. W/D, Lawn care
407-580-9724

Beautiful and spacious 1 bdrm condo
with a lot of upgrades . Waterford Lakes
area. 3rd floor, balcony view, storage,
. valet trash svc. All appl. incl. H.S
internet. Lease to own. 407-923-6065
Waterford Lakes/UCF. Lux. 2bd/2ba
Condo. W/D, cable TV, HS Internet,
Local/US Long Distance Phone, Heated
·
Spa, Fitness Studio. Ideal for
Roommates. $1,200 mo. 407-716-1040
Apartments & Rooms Avajlable All
Florida Areas! Furnished or
Unfurnished. Browse and List FREEi Call
877-367-7368 or visit www.SUBLET.COM

[!EIJ

'

ROOMMATES

M/F wanted for furnished 312 home on
lake. Gated comm, 6 mlns from UCF.
$500/mo Incl. utlt N/S, no pets, sec
sys, pool & tennis. Available
Immediately. Call 407-832-8160,
239-707-4448 or 239-633-9400

2/3 furnished townhouse in
gated community, clean, leasing
master bedroom w huge bathroom,
closet. Next to UCF! $600 Inc. all
utilities. Contact 305-924-7B13

=) UCF GIRL WANTED! =)
Master Bdrm in 312 house available for
mid July move in. 10 min. from UCF.
Great location, roommates, and price.
Only 495 + 1/3 util.
jessygrossman@yahoo.com or
305 773 6859 for more info.
Aloma & Tuskawilla Area Mature responsible person needed to
share large luxury home. Two
rooms available $475 or $500 pay all.
Call Fred 407-657-6753

4 ,

2 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath remodeled '
townhouse for rent everything brand new
5 min to UCF $950/mo. Call
407-339-1108 Ext.106

~, p;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~

2/2 Condo for rent

~
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East Orlando -UTILITIES
INCLUDED Ill
Close to Valencia College, UCF, Full
Sall and Barry University. Screened
Porch. Newly renovated - carpets,
appliances, paint, & bathrooms.
$1250/month including electric,
water, and basic cable. $600 deposit
required. No pets. Call Tanya at
(407) 421-9463 or email
. tanyazelher@yahoo.com.
Waterforq Lakes, The Crest
Luxury Condo 2bd/2ba,W/D,cablelV,H/S
internet, tel, pool, gym. Utilities included,
$650/roommate, 407-247-6423
BRAND NEW 2BR/2BA GATED
TOWNHOUSE to share ' F. Close to
UCF. $500/mo. Incl. monitored alarm,
cable & H.S internet. Call 305-528-0637
or email thickprincess06@bellsouth.net

•'

Charming, furnished, 2/2
townhome to share. 112 mile from
UCF. Pool, fitness center, Female,
Non/s, no pets.
$675 + 1/2utilltes
Call (561) 339-1274

Condo for Rent UCF/Waterford Lakes. 3BR,2B
Currently rented to UCF students,
would like to continue. Upgraded
fl hardwood floors, new carpet, granite
countertops In kitchen and baths, new
appliances. Includes hlghspeed
Internet, cable, pool and fitness
~ center. Quiet! $1400/mo 407-451-5137

Avalon Park-$550/Mo. Inc. Cable, Alarm
Sys. & Sec. Gate. Wtr., Elec. & Wireless
Net Split in 3. Clean Fem. Wanted 2 live
in 1 ,296 S.q. ft. apt. w/ washer dryer/walk
to parks & shops/pool/tennis &
basketball. Avail. 8/1/7 must give 1st
months rent & $100 dep. By 7/20 to
move in. Call Christine 407-925-8369
Clean F. wanted 212.5 townhome @
cambrldge circle. Furnlshed,N/S,no
pets,$480/moilth.lncl.w/d,utll,h.s.lnt
Call (954)254-2493
Clean, quite female roomates- 2 rooms
w/shared bath avail. in 3/2 home. 10 min.
from UCF.$450/month includes all
utilities, furnished room, security system,
internet, and cable lV. No pets. Move in
as early as June! 954-695·1981
5/3 2500 sq. ft. 10-15 min. from UCF.
18"x18" ceramic tile throughout. $575/mo
all util incl. and prof. cleaning svc.
Call Jasmine 407-488-8575.
1 Female Roommate N/S Available May.
$475 includes utilities. ·
Dean Rd. KellyRoop@hotmail.com
609-330-3673
F rommate needed immediately for 3/2
house just 5 min. from UCF! Rent is
only $500/mo. incld. all util. Pets are
OK. If interested please contact 407277-5531.
F roommate to share 4/2 house close
to UCF in Regency Park. $450 plus 1/3
utilities. ln91. wireless, cable, W/D. N/S.
Must love animals. Call Naty 407-7822375 or naty.busy@gmail.com
Roommates wanted to share beautiful
house in Tanner Crossing. All util. and
· high speed internet incl. Available Fall
913-908-81.85 or rentucf@yahoo.com
Rooms for rent, 5 min. from .UCF in
4 bedroom house, 3 yr old neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
·wtother students. $500/mo. all util.
incl. 954-816-3127

1 Bdrm 1 Bath Condo for Rent
800 sq/ft Gated Community. W/D,
. cable, all appliances Incl. 10 mlns
from UCF. Overlooking lake, $750/mo.
~
407-924-9842

' LOOK!!!
1 room avail in a large house close to
UCF. Includes in-ground pool, W/D, & full
kitchen. $350/mo. + split util.
Call 407-712-4035, leave message.

3/2.5/1 gated Townhouse for rent
2557 Galiano Circle Winter Park, 32792
Never lived in, all appl. incl.,
., $1295/mo conact zaknat1@yahoo.com

F needed to share 5/3 with 2 other UCF
students. 5 min to UCF. $550/mo most
utilities and internet included.
954-436-8924

Oviedo/UCF Area
2BR/2BA Condo. 1100 sq.ft. All
Appliances Including washer & dryer.
Quiet Neighborhood. $1050/mo plus
security. Call (407):{10-8452

'f

Need 2 girls to share 4/2 house at
Regency Park, close to UCF. $500 incl
internet, cable, pest control plus 1/3
water & elect. N/S, W/D. Call Naty at
407-782-2375.

Bdrm avail w/ private bath In a private
3 bdrm home. Patio, jacuzzi, pool
table. $550/mo each, all utilities
Included. Female only. High speed
Internet, cable, W/D. 15 mlns from
UCF. Avail May 1st. Call
561-543-6685
Quiet, clean, N/S F roommate needed.
Private bed/bath (furn or unfurn) in 3/2
house in winter springs. No pets. Garage
parking, comm pool. avail 8/1 . $600/mth
all incl. call Jennifer 407.492.6541
Room for rent In 212 apt in Mission
Bay near UCF. Has private bathroom.
Unfurnished. Shared apt with 20 y/o
Male student. Very quiet and rarely
home. Rent is $480/mo. plus 112
utllltles. Please call for more Info. 407923-4119.
.
Room for rent in 3/2 housei behind UCF.
Responsible roomate wanted, rent is 420
plus 1/3 of the utilities. First month rent
FREEi Please call or e-mail Noel at 561302-2998 I nmarie39@aol.com.
Room for rent in a new 3/2.5 townhouse,
gated avalon park community.
$600/month includes every1hing. Call
Mike ASAP 954-234-3953

ROOM FOR RENT!
CHEAP RENT
$400 a month
1o min from UCF
AVAILABLE NOW~
609-707-5942
Roommate Needed: 2 rooms up for
rent In 312 home In Chelsea Pare. 8
min. from UCF. 7 min from Valencia.
$475 INCLUDING utilltles. Must be
clean and pet'frlendly. Any questions,
please reach Luisa: (954) 864-6271

Exclusive W,ATERFORD LAKES area.
Fully upgraded - Huge rooms, modern
kitchen, patio, full size washer/dryer.
Clubhou~e. fitness· center & pool.
Minutes from UCF, shopping &
attractions. Great for family or student.
READYTO MOVE INI! $250,000 incls.
closing costs. Call 954-868-0323. •

412 1875 sq. ft. t:iome, minutes from
UCF, expressway and shopping. built
In 2003, excellent condition, great ·
Investment. upgrades and special
features $264,900
Call Frank at 407-657-0602
Alafaya Woods-3BR/2BA, 1625sf, tile,
vaulted ceilings, fireplace, screen porch,
fence, A schools, $247k, will pay closing
· costs+ 4% commission; 321-948-7023
BUY ME: 3/2 House in exclusive
Andover Cay near Alafaya,
tiled/screened patio, comm.
Pool, 1600sqftJeduced to $289900.
DHunter Home lnvst Realty
' 407-454-6322.

2/2 Condo 5 min to UCF.
1st fir, Appl·incl.W/D. Scrnd porch. Low
condo fees. Incl. water.basic cable etc. .
$153,900 Realty USA Inc. 407-721-8874
3/2 Starter/Investment home located in
the Dean/University area. Vaulted
ceiling, ·split bdrm floor plan and much
more. Priced right at only $222,500! Call
Ernie Swible at EXIT Real Estate
Results, 321-287"3791 .
3/2 Home for sale near UCF.
Remington Village, off Alayfaya Trail
on W Carrigan. All appl. incl. Large
fenced backyard. Tile fks, a must see!
$265k 407-383-8595
FOR SALE
3 & 4 bedroom homes with or without
pool from $189,000. Close to UCF.
1 Call Joyce Un.german at Century 21
Oviedo 407-366-5837
EAST ORLANDO- 3/2/2 Near UCF
$269,900 Under Appraisal!! Owner
Financing- No Banks Needed 1OK Down.
Agents Welcome! We will pay 4% of
price if closed by 6/30/07. Prof.
landscaped; tile/wood laminate flooring
throughout; 1,772 sq ft. Completely
fenced yard w/ great pond view; call
407-761-5356 we will work with you!!
Single Family Home $260,000
3/2 1750 sq ft, near UCF. Screened
porch, cul-de-sac. Move in ready,
Avail. now. Free recorded message.
407-965-0094 code 42954

M/F wanted for 3/2 in Oviedo near UCF
& SCC. N/S, W/D, yard, garage, $400
plus util. Available immediately Must be
clean, quiet,and responsible. Call
Heather 21-544-9211
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Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

I

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD ·
ACROSS
1 Oil acronym
5 Plot on a ct)art
1O Remove rind
14 Baby's first
word, maybe
15 Television
component
16 Notion
17 Higher than
18 Job duration
19 Poetic tributes
20 Make fresh
22 Crystal gazer
23 Winning margin,
maybe
24 Period
26 Still sealed
28 Underwood and
Fisher
32 "Sopranos" star.
· Falco
33 Alexander the
Great's tutor
35 Hobo
39 Can in London
40 Requires ·
42 Great Lakes
locks
43 Begin's peace
partner
46 Arctic predator
49 Hoarse sound
51 Imitate zealously
52 Western
Hemisphere
56 987-65-4321
grp.
57 Broad valley
58 Johnson of
"Laugh-In"
60 Tiny amount
64 Play divisions
65 AWOL part
67 12:00
68 Debatable
69 Key PC key
70 Oklahoma city
71 Landers and
Jillian
72 Back of a boat
73 Cravings
1
2
3
4
5

DOWN
Smell
Lay asphalt
Early gardeR
Walks of life
Freon or neon

5/28f07

© 2007 Tribune Media Servle9s, Inc.
All rights reeerved.

6 su·nken grooves
7 French farewell
8 Fir leaf
9 Dragster
1O Trailblazer
11 After-market
item
12 Singer Della
13 Let up
·
21 Court document
25 Very long time
27 Abyss
28 Andrew Lloyd
Webber play
29 Operatic song
30 Orange coat?
31 Cinderella's
guardian
34 Zodiac sign
36 Going by yacht
37 Ring around a
castle
38 Perspiration
opening
41 Jaffe and Huff
44 Checks
45 Mai
cocktail
47 Oxida:i"ion

A 0 0
N
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Last issue solved
48 Stone near Cork
50 Bass coat?
52 "Battlestar
Galactica" role
53 City in Georgia
54 "Rocket Man"
rcicker John

55
59
61
62

Express
At any time
Top-drawer
Piece of
change
63 Extremities
66 Sea eagle

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

Roommate Wanted!
Quiet, clean male roommate wanted for
a 3/2 house. 7 minutes from campus.'
$400/month plus utilities.
Call Wyatt@ (561)906-1818
Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322

10 MINUTES TO UCF. 1 small room
available in a·quiet 4/2 furnished house.
$285/mo + utils. Looking for Female
roommate. All house privile,ges. No pets,
N/S. 12 mo lease. 407-319-3751
1 ROOMMATE WANTED
to share great home, min. from UCF.
Lake, yard, Internet, private room.
All incl. $510. Call.Jeff, UCF grad
407-737-6690 & see photos online:
www.wlakeshouse.com

©

2/2 SPACIOUS CONDO
Male Roommate Wanted for 3/2
Oviedo home, 4 miles from campus in
beautiful neighborhood.
super clean, huge master bedroom
and huge private bathroom and closet,
must see. high speed wireless internet
throughout,62''TV, many ammenities.
500 to 575 depending on room chosen.Call Jesse 954-649-9174 or Travis
954-649·8592

1 room for rent in 3/2 home . F only.
N/S, No pets. Students OK.
$500/mo all util incl. 407-948-1915 or
407-671-0496

Large 4/212 home. Like new. 10 min. from
UCFI Upgraded Appl. Conservation area
Very private. Students OK. $1495/mo
Purchase Option Ok. (407) 341-9415.

I

,.!... ..... .

137K 2/2 Waterfront Con~o 950sqft,
New Appl, Furniture & 6 mo HOA fees
Incl, Tile Floors, New Central AC &
W/D, Gated Community, Lots of
Upgrades and Amenities, Close to
Schools, 407-923-6899

Pegasus Connection -Release-avail 8/1locked room with pvt. br,e-mall
tiggercrazy@hotmail.com

suldolku

Ii
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Co-own a classy Avalon Park home
$0 down, owner fina11cing avail. Don't
waste rent money, get on title with or
without your bank. Find your home now!
http://nancepropertyinvestments.com
407-716-0848 or 407-334-6658

Lowest price in Tanner Crossing. Near.
UCF,4bdrm/2bath home excellent
condition. Go to www.excelrealtyonline. com offered at $269,999. Diane Molaka
407-222-4270 Excel Realty

UCFAREA
Avalon Park BR w/ shared bathroom for
rent in a new large home. $475/mo all
util. included, wireless net.cable, pool.
1/2 Mo Security. avail now.
Vicsal6@hotmail.com or 407-403-2487
Must be N/S sorry no pets.
Close to UCFll! Room for rent In large
home $500/mo utll. and cleaning
service Incl. Prefer female.
Call 407-341-7150.
Rooms for rent in new 6 bdrm fiouse.
Avail now. Inc. W/D comm. pool, bball,
tennis. F only. Short or Long term ok.
321-693.-0011 $435-535/mo all util. incl.

MovEi-in rea~y 31212, gorgeous.
Wood floors & tiles, apples Incl W/D,
blinds, all fans & lights, watervlew,
.fireplace, vaulted celltngs, fresh
paint, spacious lot, security system.
2 MIN from UCF. 1614sqft. $253,700.
407-568-7608

1 N/S roommate needed for 3t2 in
Alafaya Woods house. Fenced backyard
$425/mo plus utilities. Call Neal
321-431 C1708
*MOVE IN SOLO OR WITH A FRIEND!*
3 Female roomates needed ASAP for
large 5/3. Furnished optional at no
additional charge. 10-15 mins from UCF.
$480/mo all included.
Call Alex (954)913-0832 . .

Will Pay All Fees Including First
Months Rent
Call Sal at (908)625-6572
Sublease May- July at Pegasus
Landing Male needed for 1/1 In 414,
very reasonable! $400/mo all utll Incl.
407-372-0116 or 941-266-0626

1/1 avail In a 4/4
at the Village at Alafaya. $535/mo O.B.0. M/F okay .Contact Jeremy at
321-544-5383

Co-own a classy Avalon Park home
$0 down, owner financing avail. Don't
waste rent money, get on title with or
without your bank. Find your home now!
http://nancepropertyinvestments.com
407-716-0848 or 407-334-6658
TOWNHOME in Waterford Lakes - 3
bed/2.5 bath with upgrades g!llore. Very
quiet and no shared walls. For sale or
lease-to-own, $234,900.
Call Sean at (407)257-3587

Condos And Homes For Sale & Rent.
Free 24/7 Website With Pies & Info.
Century 21. Rick Sletten 321-438-4568

Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831-1322

Chihuahua Puppies for sale. Pure Bred.
$450 includes first set of shots, health
certificate, and a puppy pack (which
includes 1st month heartworm/flea
prevention). Please call 321-663-6362

Bed Set
A 6 piece set Incl. Queen mattress set.
New 111 box, $499. Can deliver.
407-423-1202
BED $160, Orthopedic support New
Queen, pillow-top mattress set. In
plastic Warranty, Cari Deliver.
Call 407-287-2619.
Queen bed room set $200 inculdes ·
Dresser with mirror, Armoire, computer
desk, 1 night stand, and bed except
mattress Must call asap, call michelle
305 582 0733

~Pets

m

SERVICES

-

Free! Free! Free!
Any Cell Phone! Any Carrier!
Visit us on the web:
www.UCFcellular.com

VIDEO JOCKEY

With No Return On Your Money?
Call Holley Ewell at 407-310-1895.
· $ Learn How Owning Increases Wealth! $
Avalon Realty. Group
3925 Peppervine Dr. Ori, 32828
Queen bed room set $700
Really good condition hardly used:
mattress Head board and foot board
Dresser with mirror
Computer/TV armoire 1 night stand
call Michelle 3055820733
Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230, delivery
available. 407-331-1941
Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
, oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. AIL
1
SRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1250. Set-up available. 401-831-1322
Bed 100% all brand new King pillowtop set. Must sell, can deliver $220.
Call 407-423-1202.
BRAND NEW, Tempur-pedlc type
Memory Foam Mattress Set w/
- warranty. $1800 value. Must sell $495.
Delivery avail. Call 407-423-1202.

'1'!IiJ ANNOUNCEMENTS
FastPitch/Baseball Teams
Needed!
NAFA'S 16th World Series Title June
17-20 at Disney Wide World Of
Sports!Teams from TN,GA,AL, TX,Ml,IN already In. Girls 10u-18u/Boys10u.Entry fee just $285 www.nafa4klds.com/Tournaments.htm
Call Director DJ: 423-451-9943

rm

WANTED

WANTED-WILL PAY CASH!
Scion TC Wheels & Tires
407-484-8688

Like New Hawthorne Glen
Townhome. 3/2.5 with loft/study. Built in
2006.1915 hid sq ft. sec system, comm.
pool, walk to UCF. Call Brad with
Coldwell Banker at 407-920-7800

Female needed in a 4/4 VIiiage at
Science Drive apt. Can move-In early
as May 1st. Rent is only $48511 Very
nice apt and great roommates! Please
contact Stacy@ (561)801·6872

How

KNIGHTRO

places Classifieds in the

~eutial ~loriba ~ture
for as low as $4 an issue!

Pegasus Point- Willing to pay move in
fee!!! in a 212, all utilities included,
$560/mo. Available NOW!! Females Only.
Contact Keima 787-951-6496

$2200 OBO call 407-587-6569
A/C: Front, Airbag: Driver, Airb·ag:
Passenger, Cassette Radio, CD Player.
Some mechanical defects but good
running condition.

Looking for F tp rent 1/1 in 4/2 in The
Lofts. Price negotiable. Util. included,
Mid May-Aug 1st. Furnished. Please call
561-445-2649

1994 Mazda Protege. Standard with new
clutch and tires. 100k. $800 or Best offer.
5613011689 or brbrindle@aol.com

2/2 CONDO FOR SALE 1/2 mile from
UCF.Spacious rooms,berber carpet,new
bathrooms, owner needs to sell asap. Call
Monica (407) 222-3488 Keller Williams
Advantage 2 Realty wwW.YourRealtclMonica

~FOR SALE:

Tired of Paying Out Rent,

Visit WWW.UCFCondos.COM
MOVE IN NOW! M needed for 4/4 In
Pegasus Connection.
$520/mo all utilltles Included.
Contact Justin 352-220-1352

BED $140, Mattress Set, Full Size,
Brand New, still in plastic. Delivery
avail. Call 407-287-2619.

ORLANDO/UCF 4/3 GATED/GOLF
FRONT, 28,45sf, SCRND POOUSPA,
HUGE MBR
$2,300 RENT/SALE

Apartment at Pegasus Pointe UCF

Available ASAP

Gateway laptop $200 256MB
Intel Pentium 4 CD DVD/ROM call
Michelle 305 582 0733

Graduating Student g·etting rid
of new, expensive bed set. Only used for
one year. Queen size set complete ~ith
expensive matress, box spring,
headboard, footboard, nightstand, and
dresser. Sacrifice for $1000. Call
727-510-2491 or 727-560-1339
for more info or to see the set.

For frat parties, dances, etc. See yourself
on the big screen, psychadelic video.
386~574-7058/ fbnebula@juno.com

4 Bedroom / 2 Bathroom
Rent Is $ 475.00 a Month; lease has
been renewed tlll July 2008

' E machine computer $400
376MB DVD+/RW 330 celeron processor
120 GB hard drive
Call Michelle @ 305-582-0733

Couch and Loveseat- Brand new
microfiber set, stain resistant.
Can deliver. $525 407-423-1202

Owww.KnightNe~spal'ers.com/ @ 407-447-4555
.

classifieds

2004 Chevrolet Cavalier
2 door, silver, 5 speed, A/C, CID player,
EXCELLENT condition. 47k mi.
Asking price $9000 o.b.o. or take over
payment of $225/mo. 407-797-7737

Repo Sale
'98 Ford Explorer. Acceptln~ bids,
min. bid $3775. Gray, 4x4, 144k
miles. Contact Jon at 866-7 3-0223

In Person:
University Cowlt
Suite200
C\1ntrn1olfTBM.lt:RouNAd.)

By Fax:
407-447-4556

•

The
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LOF!S

Internet
4cceJJ
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321-754-2000

L ACCEPTED
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1805 Loftway Cirde • Orlando, fl 32826 WWW.MYOWNAPARTMENT.COM
Amenities, Rents and Incentives subject to change.
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Largest Selection of New and Certified Pre-Loved VWs in Central Florida! ·
'

Leases starting at
Months

Months

$' 289, month
·

.
Leases starting at

$. 2 g g
, "E

_

·"
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•)

month

Months

Price is plus tax, tag Dealer Fee of $379 and freight
$640. APR available with approved credit Jhrough
Volkswagen Credit. Offer expires 05131/2007

li/

w

48 month lease. $289 first rnonttl'slpayment. $1,500 down payment,
and $575 acquisition fee due at lease inception,plus taxes,. title,
options. and dealer fee;.. oJ $-37.9. :Secmity Deposit of $Q~ 12,000 miles
per year.. with approved eredit tbt6iugh Volkswagen Credit. Pictures ·
are for iUt:Jstration purpos,es only. Offer expires 05/3H2007

36 month lease. $0 first rrroratm\s payment, $0 down payf.Yaent, $0 seGUrity deposit due at lease
inception,plus taxes, title. 10,QOG miles ~er year, wiffi 81\lllJf0V£ld ci:edit through Votkswagen Credit.
Aristocrat VW paY,s \st paymentWittl 3§ r;ern~in'l'l~ payrpents. Offer expires OS/31 1200'1
·
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4a~~aa1 -2277
IDriwer.s wanted:
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.
. FOUR BEDROOMS; FOUR BATHROOMS, FOUR LEASES! .CONVENIENTLY .LOCATED
BY . UNIVERSITY OE .CENTRAL FLORIDA~
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